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Abstract
The aim of this work is to  apply trial functions constructed from Hylleraas functions 
with three independent sets of nonlinear scale factors to variational calculations for 
helium and helium-like ions. The ground state  and low-lying Rydberg energy levels of 
these ions have been calculated to several orders of magnitude greater accuracy than 
previous work in this area while using an equal, or in most cases, a reduced number 
of basis functions. Each of the three sectors of the basis set is found to describe 
a different scale of coordinate space corresponding to the asym ptotic, intermediate, 
and close-ranged distances between particles. The incorporation of the th ird, close- 
ranged sector, allows the basis set to  better model complex correlation effects between 
the nucleus and the two electrons in the atomic three-body problem. Optim ization 
of the basis set param eters is achieved through standard variational techniques and 
the validity of the wave functions near the electron-nucleus and electron-electron 
coalescence points is tested using the K ato cusp conditions. The tripled basis set is 
also applied to the 1 /Z  perturbation expansion as a case study. A multiple-precision 
package, MPFUN90 w ritten by David H. Bailey, was used to alleviate numerical 
instabilities which arose for certain states.
Ill
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Chapter 1
Tntrodiiction
Helium and helium-like ions have been studied by means of variational calculations 
since the advent of quantum  mechanics in the mid 1920’s. Helium represents the 
quantum  analogue of the classical three-body problem and is the simplest system 
next to hydrogen. Unlike hydrogen, however, the helium problem is not separable 
and cannot be solved exactly due to the correlated motion of the two electrons. As 
such, helium was the suitable choice for the first variational calculations as a test of 
the new Quantum  Theory [1].
Once the variational algorithm was established, the subject of much subsequent 
work in the field dealt with how to obtain the most accurate solutions to  the three- 
body Schodinger equation (in atomic units, h = m  = e = 1),
+  =  (1.1)
so tha t meaningful comparison could be made between theory and experiment. Hyller­
aas first performed variational calculations on the helium system using the Rayleigh- 
Ritz variational method to  obtain an estim ate for the ground state  energy as early 
as 1929 [2]. He introduced a system of coordinates {r’i , r 2 , r i 2 } suited to describing 
the helium problem where Vi = |r i | is the displacement of the first electron from the 
nucleus, r 2  — |r 2 | is the displacement of the second electron from the nucleus, and 
'>'12 =  Irizl is interelectron separation. Upon making the transform ation to  the 
perimetric coordinates {s = + r 2 , t  = r2  — r i ,u  = r i 2 }, Hylleraas then constructed
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
trial functions of the form
00
^tr =  £  Cn,2i,m{ksr{ktf{kur , (1-2)
n,l ,m
where k is a. flexible scaling param eter and Cn,2 i,m are linear variational coefficients.
Applying the Rayleigh-Ritz variational m ethod to the three-body Schodinger 
equation, Hylleraas obtained a value of —2.903648 au for the ground sta te  energy 
of helium using five trial functions. His estim ate is accurate to  three decimal places 
and his calculation was performed without the aid of a computer. Hylleraas’ great 
pioneering work laid the foundation for grander calculations and closer scrutiny once 
physicists’ attentions returned from m ilitary work during the second World War. 
When computers became available, the variational algorithms were autom ated so the 
basic m ethod used by Hylleraas could be extended to  larger basis sets and states of 
higher excitation.
The core of much more modern work in the field keeps Hylleraas’ trial function of 
equation (1.2) in the inter-particle coordinates { r i , r 2 , r i 2 },
^tr =  , (1-3)
i , j ,k
where aij^k are linear coefficients, and {o;, /?} are nonlinear param eters th a t control 
the distance scales along r i  and separately. The Hylleraas coordinates { r i , r 2 , r i 2 } 
provide a natural physical representation for the Rydberg series as the extension to 
states of higher angular momentum is accomplished by incorporating vector coupled 
products of spherical harmonics in the trial function,
=  E  aid,kr\rir̂ i2e~'""̂ ~̂ ""yiJ,,Lih,f2) ■ (1-4)
Recently, accurate estimates for the energies of various states of helium and 
helium-like ions were obtained by Drake (see [3], [4] and references therein) by con­
structing trial functions composed of two sets of Hylleraas functions,
U/ _  « ( b  i J  fc -airi-/3ir2->; M  , „  (2) A: „-02ri-^2r2 Tj M  ('i r ' l
i , j ,k  i , j ,k
Each Hylleraas function is distinguished by different linear coefficients and dif­
ferent sets of nonlinear scale factors {a, P}, allowing the overall trial function to  cover
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an asym ptotic and close-ranged sector of configuration space. Along w ith the inclu­
sion of the screened hydrogenic term , the doubled basis set of Drake’s calculation 
yielded upper bound energies th a t converged to  about fifteen decimal places for the 
energies in the Rydberg series. Similar accuracy was also obtained for the ground 
state  of various helium-like ions. O btaining highly accurate nonrelativistic energies 
is the essential first step in studying corrections of higher order so th a t meaningful 
comparison between theory and experiment can be made. Furthermore, it is crucial 
to  calculate the nonrelativistic energies to  as great an accuracy as possible so th a t 
these energies may be subtracted confidently from experimental values in order to 
verify calculations of the remaining relativistic and quantum  electrodynamics (QED) 
effects.
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this work is to extend the doubled basis set calculations of Drake [3], 
[4] by constructing a nonrelativistic trial wave function out of a  sum of three Hylleraas 
type basis functions [5],
^ tr  =  /3i) +  p̂2{0l2, ^2) +  i ’3{0(3, ^3) , (1-6)
where 'ipp{ap,Pp), p =  1 ,2 ,3 , is defined in the Hylleraas inter-particle coordinates
{ r u r 2 ,Vi2 } as,
i + j + k < Q
i,j ,k
The purpose of tripling the basis set is to obtain a flexible representation of the 
wave function in different regions of coordinate space. Each of the three sectors is 
param etrized by one set of linear coefficients a^jJ, and two nonlinear exponential pa­
rameters Qfp and /dp, which set the distance scale along r i  and r j  respectively. The op­
timization procedure produces a natural distinction between each sector of Hylleraas 
functions (especially for S-states) as the nonlinear param eters separate considerably 
in magnitude for large basis sets ({o;i,/5i} 1; {0 :2 , /32} ~  4; {0 :3 , /is} ~  20). Thus,
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each sector of Hylleraas functions characterizes a different distance scale in coordi­
nate space governed by the rate of exponential decay along the axes. For (a,/3) < 1, 
the exponential factor in the Hylleraas function remains large out to  greater values 
of r i and r^- Thus, this sector of the wave function covers the asym ptotic region 
of coordinate space. For the second sector where (a,/?) >  1, the Hylleraas function 
peaks more in an intermediate region of coordinate space. The last sector of the wave 
function, where (o;,/5) 1, is concentrated in the close-range region of coordinate
space where the exponential factors are dominant even for small values of r\ and r j.
The incorporation of the third, close-ranged sector allows for the wave function to 
describe complex correlation effects near the nucleus and to  better approxim ate the 
actual eigenfunction as is evident from the rate of convergence of the calculations and 
the results of the Kato cusp conditions (see section 3.6.4). A further dem onstration 
of the effectiveness of the tripled Hylleraas trial function is performed as a case study 
of the 1 /Z  expansion.
1.2 Helium and Helium-like Ions
An introduction to some of the basic properties of helium and helium-like ions (three- 
body atom s consisting of a nucleus and two electrons) is necessary in order to  under­
stand the context of some of the calculations in this work.
1.2.1 Parahelium and Orthohelium
Spectroscopists observed a natural division in helium (of the same isotope) long before 
quantum  mechanics was introduced. Many believed th a t there were two different 
types of helium (see a history on helium at http://w w w .vanderkrogt.net/elem ents/ 
elem /he.htm l). One type was given the name parahelium and was associated with 
a green spectral line. The other type was given the name orthohelium and was 
associated with a strong yellow spectral line. In reality, there is only one type of helium 
and the apparent division can be explained by considering the spin and spatial parts 
of the electronic wavefunctions of the system. The Hamiltonian of the nonrelativistic
R eproduced  with perm ission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
problem is invariant under several transformations; for example, rotations, exchange 
of the electron coordinates, and tim e reversal. These invariances are a consequence 
of the fact th a t the physics inherent in the helium system does not change in certain 
circumstances; such as if the atom  is oriented in a different way in a space void of any 
external fields, if the first electron is excited instead of the second, or if the processes 
in the system ran backwards in time w ith the initial and final states interchanged. 
Furthermore, since the Hamiltonian is invariant under these transform ations, then 
the physical quantities th a t these operators represent are constants in the problem.
Since the electronic wavefunctions ^ ( r i , r 2 ) and ^ '( r 2 , r i )  bo th  satisfy the same 
differential equation (1.1), then the eigenfunctions of the system either change sign 
or remain the same under exchange of the electron coordinates. In other words, these 
eigenfunctions are either symmetric or antisymmetric in space. This result is simply 
a consequence of twice applying the exchange operator, P 1 2 , to a  wavefunction giving: 
P i 2 ’F ( r i , r 2 ) =  ^ '( r 2 , r i ) ,  and thus, P i 2 ^ ^ ( r i , r 2 ) =  ^ ( r i , r 2 ). Hence, the eigenvalue 
of P12 is ±1, and it follows th a t ^ ( r 2 , r i )  =  ± ^ ( r i , t 2 ) [6, p.205]. The quantum  
mechanical effect known as the exchange interaction is introduced in the calculation 
by writing the linear combination for spatially symmetric functions in the form
^Tota/=  ( ^ ( r i ,  T2) +  ^ ( r 2 ,r i ) )  , (1.8)
and the linear combination of the spatially antisymmetric functions in the form
^Totai = ^ { ^ { ^ 1 ,^ 2 ) -  ^ ( r 2 , r i ) )  . (1.9)
In this work, the exchange interaction is incorporated in the calculations via equations 
(1.8) and (1.9) because it is numerically advantageous to include as many symme­
tries in the calculation as possible in order to reduce the number of m atrix elements 
necessary to  achieve a certain level of precision.
Since the to tal wave function (including spin) must be antisymmetric (because 
electrons are fermions), there is a natural division of helium depending upon whether 
the spin is symmetric or antisymmetric. States in which the electrons have spins 
antiparallel (i.e. 5  =  1/2 — 1/2 =  0) and hence, antisymmetric spin and symmetric
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
spatial parts are called para, or singlet states. States in which the electrons have 
spins parallel (i.e. 5  =  l /2  +  l /2  =  l)  and hence, symmetric spin and antisymmetric 
spatial parts are called ortho, or trip let states [6, p.205]. The term  triplet refers to 
the triple degeneracy of all ortho states. This degeneracy is removed by applying 
a magnetic field to the atom  and breaking the rotational invariance of the system 
(Zeeman effect). There is no splitting of the para states from these considerations 
and hence the name singlet [6, p .206]. Triplet states are lower in energy than  the 
corresponding singlet states because of the minus sign in front of the exchange term . 
Furthermore, there are no radiative transitions between the singlet and trip let levels 
in the nonrelativistic electric dipole approximation where the spin-orbit interaction 
is neglected [6, p.207].
As an aside, the bright yellow line (587.6 nm) in the emission spectrum  of helium 
is due to the ls3d  ls2p  transition. The green line (492.2 nm) is due to the 
Is  Ad —)■ ls2p  transition.
1.2.2 Excited States in Helium  and Helium-like Ions
It is im portant to understand what exactly constitutes an excited state when dis­
cussing problems with more than  one electron. In this work, singly excited states 
lying below the first ionization threshold are considered. The reason is th a t there are 
only a few select Rydberg series of doubly excited states th a t do not autoionize (for 
example, see [7]). A simple example of a  doubly excited state  lying above the first 
ionization threshold can be dem onstrated by ignoring the electron repulsion term  in 
the helium system. The to tal energy is then just the sum of two hydrogenic energies 
(in atomic units) [6, p.214],
Enin2 =  +  En^ ~  \ ~2  z l  ' (1-10)
/  \ U i  7*2 /
For Z  = 2, E 2 2  =  ~1 lies above Ex^^ =  —2. Thus, even in this simple example,
a doubly excited state  lies above the first ionization threshold. The doubly excited
states lying in the scattering continuum above the first ionization threshold at E  = 
—2 au are mostly autoionizing resonances, such as 2s^ ^5. There are also Rydberg
6
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Figure 1.1: Helium Energy Spectrum
series of doubly excited bound states embedded in the scattering continuum, such as 
2p2 3p  (-0.710500 au), 2p3p (-0.580245 au), 2p3p (-0.567802 au), 2p3d 
(—0.563801 au), and 2p3d (—0.559328 au). These states are stabilized against 
autoionization by parity and angular momentum selection rules [7]. In this work, only 
states below the scattering continuum are considered. The helium energy spectrum  
is given in figure 1.1 for further reference.
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1.3 Atom ic Units
The accuracy obtained by the variational m ethod in this work far exceeds the pre­
cision of the fundamental constants as determined by experiment. Hence, conver­
sions to  laboratory units are performed after the calculations are completed, if re­
quired. Schrodinger’s equation as it appears in (1.1) is in atomic units, where 
energy is measured in Hartrees (1 Hartree =  2Roohc Joules). In the infinite nu­
clear mass approximation, the Rydberg constant is defined as Roo — a^mec/2h =
10973731.568549(83) m “ ,̂ where a  is the fine structure constant. In the case of 
finite nuclear mass, the Rydberg constant used in the unit conversions becomes 
R m  =  a^^lc/2h, where /u is the reduced mass. Conversion factors to other units 
are available from the NIST web site (http ;//physics.n ist.gov/cuu/constants) and 
are given by,
1 Hartree =  (2RooM  J =  4.35947381(34) x IQ-^* J 
=  {2R ^hc/e)  eV =  27.2113834(11) eV 
-  (2Rooc) Hz =  6.579683920735(50) x 10^  ̂ Hz 
=  (2Roo) =  2.194746313710(17) x 10^ m “ ^ . (1.11)
The nun.bers in brackets refer to the uncertainty in the last two digits of the values, 
a convention used throughout this work.
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Chapter 2
Variational Calculations
Variational methods are often used in classical and quantum  mechanics to  approxi­
m ate solutions to problems th a t are difficult or impossible to  solve. Moreover, these 
methods provide a framework for numerical computations th a t can harness the power 
and efficiency of modern day workstations enabling scientists to model ever more com­
plex systems. Variational methods have their origins in physical studies beginning 
around the time of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), where he used the idea of a “minimum” 
to describe the circle as the most perfect of bound shapes [9]. The modern use of the 
variational principle, however, began when Leibniz used the to ta l energy of a system 
of n  particles to describe their motion in space. He encapsulated the dynamics of 
the problem in one scalar equation. The variational principle and the principle of 
least action arose from examining the peculiarity th a t the dynamics of Newton’s 3n 
vectorial equations (Newton’s second law applied to  each of the three spatial axes for 
n  particles) is equi’\'alent to th a t governed by Leibniz’s one scalar equation (the total 
energy equation) [10, p.xxvii].
The problem as formulated by Euler and Lagrange in classical mechanics, is to 
find functions q{t) such tha t the time integral of the Lagrangian of a system (the 
Action),
/ =  /  d tL ( t ,q ,q ) ,  (2.1)
Jti
is minimized, subject to the constraint th a t the endpoints are fixed. The m ethod of
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solution as developed by Euler, and the core of the variational principle, is to  consider 
small variations 5q{t) of the path  q{t) requiring th a t the variations SI  introduced in 
I  vanish,
SI = 0 .  (2.2)
Equivalently, the problem is to  find the path  q[t) th a t minimizes the value of the 
integral (2.1); or, find the path  q{t) such th a t the value of the integral (2.1) is made 
stationary with respect to  variations in q{t). The genius of Euler was to  realize th a t 
minimizing the action integral in this way defined a q{t) such th a t it was the actual 
path of the system in nature [10, p.xxiv].
As an extension of the above considerations, applying the variational principle to 
stationary states (i.e., time independent states) in quantum  mechanics results in the 
energy of the system being stationary (i.e., variationally stable) with respect to first 
order variations in the wavefunction. For a Hamiltonian H ,  the eigenenergy may be 
given by the equation,
H W  =  e m , (2.3)
where |0) is an exact eigenfunction of H.  Since it may be difficult or impossible to 
obtain an exact eigenfunction in practice, the variational principle can be applied to 
trial functions |^ tr)i such th a t the variation in the energy,
vanishes with respect to first order variations in |^tr)- The energy Etr then becomes 
an overestimate of the actual energy E. In other words, the variational principle states 
th a t by requiring
S E , r ^ O ,  (2.5)
approximations to £  and j<;̂ ) are obtained to first order.
Furthermore, since the trial wavefunction |^ tr) can in principle be expanded in 
the basis set composed of the actual eigenfunctions |^), then it can be shown th a t the 
energy obtained in (2.4) is an upper bound to the true eigenenergy E, if the spectrum  
is bounded from below. Hence, minimizing the energy in (2.4) gives an approxim ate
10
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eigenfunction of H  whose m atrix eigenvalue is guaranteed to  be an upper bound to 
the exact energy £.
The variation in the energy can be w ritten as
=  (2 .6) 
fi ddfi
by the chain rule of differentiation. Thus, for arbitrary nonzero variations 5a„, re­
quiring SEtr =  0, implies dEtr/dan =  0, which is a set of n  homogeneous equations 
th a t can be solved for each of the a„. The m ethod then, is to  construct a trial 
function jtl'tr) th a t is dependent on a set of linear param eters a„, and minimize the 
energy as it appears in (2.4) w ith respect to  these parameters. In this way, the vari­
ational principle uses a trial function to  obtain approximations to  the exact energy 
and eigenfunction.
2.1 The Variational Principle and Schrodinger’s 
Equation
The foundation of the variational calculations in this work is the principle th a t the 
energy is stationary with respect to  first order variations in the wavefunction. The 
tim e independent Schrodinger equation is
i f |0 )  =  £ | «  . (2.7)
Since the actual eigenfunction \4>) is not known in practice, the eigenvalue equation 
in (2.7) cannot be formed explicitly. Instead, consider a trial function w ritten in the 
form,
|^ tr) =  |0 +  5 0 ), (2.8)
where \S(f)) is any arbitrary, nonzero, first order variation in the exact eigenfunction 
\(p). The variation in the trial energy is then given by [11, p. 136],
(4 ,+ sm 'i> + S 'i> )  (■A W )
11
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Expanding this expression results in,
( 2 . 1 0
(010)^ (010)^ 
where O[(50)^] represents term s higher than  first order in the variation |50). In the 
above equation, w ithout loss of generality, it has been understood th a t (50|0) =  
(0|50) and (<50lff|0) =  (0 |if |5 0 ), since H  is Hermitian. Requiring th a t the energy 
be stationary with respect to  first order variations in the wavefunction implies th a t 
the expression in (2.10), to first order, be equal to  zero.
Two converse courses of action are now available. E ither the expression in (2.10) 
may be m anipulated such th a t the value of 6Etr becomes zero, or the value of 6Etr 
may be stipulated to be zero in order to  study the remaining expression in (2.10). 
By the first course of action, making the replacement H\(j)) = S\(j)) (and ignoring the 
terms O[(50)^]) gives,
(0|0)(5010) (50 |0)(0 |0)
=  2£ =  0 . (2 .11)(010)2 (010)2
The variation in the energy thus, becomes stationary with respect to  first order vari­
ations in the trial wavefunction. Conversely, by the second course of action, if the 
expression in (2.10) is forced to be zero, the result is tha t
( < i 0 l ( i y i 0 ) - 5 | 0 ) )  =  O, (2.12)
where the substitution S  =  (0 |/ f  |0 ) /(0 |0 )  was made. Thus, for an arbitrary, nonzero 
variation (^0| in Hilbert space, equation (2.12) becomes the condition for an eigen­
value equation with the exact eigenfunction |0) of JT, and exact eigenvalue £. Hence, 
for a trial function |^ tr) =  |^  +  <̂ 0), where |0) is an exact eigenfunction of the Hamil­
tonian and \S<f)) is any arbitrary  variation in Hilbert space, the expectation value of 
H  gives an energy equal to E^^ = £  + SEtr, where SEtr is of the order [{S(f)) ]̂ [11, 
p.137].
Furthermore, consider the case if the variation in the trial function is not truly 
an arbitrary variation in Hilbert space, yet is some functional variation dependent on 
the basis set used to construct the trial function. This consideration is of particular
12
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importance since the trial functions used in this work are constructed from finite basis 
sets th a t become complete only in the limit of infinity. In other words, consider a 
trial function,
|^tr) =  |t/̂  +  A ^ ), (2.13)
where \il>) may be a finite basis set of functions th a t do not span all of Hilbert 
space, and lAV’) is thus, the functional variation in |t/’), or an arbitrary  variation in 
the subspace spanned by the basis functions. In other words, jAV’) is not a truly 
arbitrary  variation in all of Hilbert space. Proceeding in a  m anner similar to  the 
considerations above, the analogous form of equation (2.10) becomes,
=  2 ’̂ > .  0 |(A ^ )^ 1 . (2.14)
Making the substitution, H\i}) =  where E  ^  £, the above expression becomes 
equal to zero to  first order, as in equation (2.11). Conversely, stipulating th a t the 
above expression be equal to zero results in,
(A ^l ( ^ l ^ ) - ^ l ^ )  ) =  0,  (2.15)
where the substitution, E  =  {^p\H\'^p)/{'^p\^p)^ was made.
For nonzero variations (At/>|, equation (2.15) is the condition for an eigenvalue 
equation with eigenvalue E  ^  S. Hence, in great relevance to this work, is the 
fact th a t the energy is still stationary in the subspace spanned by the incomplete 
set of basis functions with respect to  first order functional variations in these basis 
functions, even if this basis set used to  construct the trial function does not span all
of Hilbert space. However, in such a case, equation (2.15) defines an eigenvalue E
th a t is not the exact eigenvalue S. For a trial function j^tr) =  |^  +  Aip), where \'ip) 
is not necessarily an exact eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian, the expectation value of 
H  gives an energy equal to £"tr = E  + SEtr, where <5£'tr is of the order [(AV>) ]̂ [11, 
p.137].
In conclusion, for a trial function |?'tr) =  energy is Etr — S+SEt^i and
has, as a minimum value, the exact eigenenergy. For a trial function |^ tr) =  [ '0+ AV’), 
the energy is JS'tr = E  dEt,., and has, as a minimum value, an upper bound to  the
13
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exact eigenenergy. The energy E  is obtained from the diagonalization process of 
the Hamiltonian in the incomplete basis set and will move inexorably closer to the 
actual energy as the basis set becomes complete (see Section 2.3 and the discussion 
on the matrix interleaving theorem). In both cases, the trial energy is stationary with 
respect to first order variations in the trial wavefunction. However, only in the limit 
of completeness will the trial energy of the second case have the exact eigenenergy as 
a minimum.
The fact th a t the variation, or uncertainty in the energy, is due to the second 
order variation in the wavefunction is perhaps the principle reason the variational 
calculations in this work are carried out to converge to twenty decimal places. If 
the uncertainty in the energy is in the twentieth decimal place, then the uncertainty 
in the wavefunction is approximately in the tenth. These wavefunctions are used 
in calculating relativistic and QED corrections of higher order and must necessarily 
be as accurate as possible in order to compare meaningful theoretical estim ates to 
current experimental values th a t, a t this time, can be as accurate as 1  part in 1 0 ®. 
W hen considering higher order relativistic and QED corrections, the uncertainty of 
1 0 “ ®̂ in the nonrelativistic wavefunctions is diminished somewhat due to the overall 
multiplication of powers of a  =  e^/fic Ri 1/137 au, the fine structure constant. For ex­
ample, the lowest order relativistic corrections are of order a^. Thus, the uncertainty 
in the nonrelativistic wavefunctions becomes about 1 0 “ “̂̂ when calculating first order 
relativistic corrections.
2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz Variational Principle
The Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle is based on a proof th a t the energy given by 
Etr — (^ tr |^ f |^ tr ) /(^ tr |^ tr ) )  wherc |^ tr) Is an arbitrary trial function, is an upper 
bound to the exact ground state  energy, provided th a t the spectrum  is bounded from 
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then the trial solution to the Schrodinger equation is an upper bound to  the actual 
eigenenergy,
E u > S o .  (2.17)
The proof of this theorem is relatively straightforward. Consider the Rayleigh 
quotient,
^  . 2  181




i =0  j =0 
oo
Etr = ' Z \ ^ i \ % ,  (2.19)
t= 0
where kil'' 1- Rewriting this in the form |cop =  1 — |cip along with the 
fact th a t Ei is greater or equal to  the lowest eigenvalue, results in
(X)
E tv  =  ^ 0  +  y ~ !  ~  ^ o )  ;
i = l
E ^ r > S o .  (2.20)
This result is the core of the Rayleigh-Ritz variational theorem. Since exact eigen­
functions may not be available, then the Rayleigh quotient may still be minimized to 
give a trial energy th a t is an upper bound to  the exact eigenenergy. The better the 
trial wave function represents the actual solution, then the closer Etr will be to  the 
actual energy [8 , p .159].
2.3 Hylleraas-Undheim-M acDonald (HUM ) The­
orem and the Generalized Eigenvalue Problem
Since it is impossible to  solve the Schrodinger equation exactly except for a few spe­
cial cases of potential functions (free particle; harmonic oscillator; Coulomb potential;
15
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linear potential; piecewise constant potential), the exact solution must be approxi­
m ated by flexible trial functions which depend on the param eters a„. The Hylleraas- 
Undheim-MacDonald theorem states th a t as the number of param eters in the trial 
function increases (usually by incorporating more members in a basis set), the trial 
solution to  the three-body Schrodinger equation will become a better approximation 
to the actual answer.
In practice, trial functions are w ritten as a  linear combination of M  basis functions 
n — 1 , M , (possibly non-orthogonal) th a t becomes complete as M  —> oo,
M
|4’.r) =  E « " IX » )-  (2-21)
n = l
The Rayleigh quotient then becomes,
jp _  (Urn ^miXm\)H[Yin Qn|Xn)) /o 9 0 )
(Em«m (Xm |)(E„an|Xn))
Since the spectrum  is bounded from below, minimizing the trial energy above will 
determine the unknown param eters a„ and hence, an upper bound to the true eigenen­
ergy. Slightly rearrauging the above expression results in,
^    '^mn ^ 2  2 3 ^
^ m n  ^m^n{Xm\Xn)
Requiring the value of the energy to  be stationary implies BEJdan  =  0 , from the fact 
th a t
^  BE
SE = Y , ^ S a n  = 0.  (2.24)
„ dan
Thus, forcing the first order variations in E  to  vanish, or equivalently, minimizing 
(2.23) with respect to  a particular Op gives,
d E    Em {Xm | -^ | Xp) _  IZmn ^m^n{Xm\H\Xn) Em^m(XmlXp) Q ^2 25)





53  ^m(XmlXp) 0 . (2.26)E
This result is equivalent to writing the generalized eigenvalue problem,
{ H - E O ) a i = ^ 0 ,  (2.27)
16
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of M atrix Interleaving Theorem
if (2.23) is differentiated for each Up, n  =  1, . . . ,p , ..., M. In equation (2.27), H =  
{Xm\H\xn) is the Hamiltonian m atrix, O =  {Xm\Xn) is the overlap m atrix, E  is the 
eigenvalue, and a is a column vector of the coefficients. Thus, solving the generalized 
eigenvalue problem is algebraically equivalent to minimizing equation (2.23).
As M  approaches infinity, the trial energy becomes a better approximation to  the 
eigenenergy £. In practice, an infinitely sized basis set is impossible to construct. As 
M  is increased, however, the basis set becomes more complete and the trial energy will 
move inexorably closer to the actual energy due to  the matrix interleaving theorem 
[4, p.111]. The m atrix interleaving theorem states th a t if an extra row and column is 
added to  a square matrix, the old eigenvalues will fall between the new eigenvalues. In 
other words, the old eigenvalues are said to interleave the new eigenvalues (see figure 
2.1). Furthermore, since the spectrum  is bounded from below, the trial energies, which 
are solutions to equation (2.27), can never actually cross below the exact energies. 
As M  is systematically increased to  include progressively more basis members, the 
trial energy can only define a new upper bound to the eigenenergy. This progression 
is characterized as the Hylleraas-Undheim-MacDonald theorem [12], [4, p.111].
The general procedure to solve Schrodinger’s equation by the Rayleigh-Ritz vari­
ational m ethod is to construct a set of trial functions and solve the generalized eigen­
value problem (2.27), which is m athem atically equivalent to  minimizing the energy. 
The trial energies (which are the eigenvalues to (2.27)) are guaranteed to  be upper
17
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bounds to  the real eigenenergies. As the number of basis functions is increased, the 
trial energies will become better approximations to  the actual eigenenergies. The 
convergence of the trial solutions as the basis set becomes larger is one of the defining 
properties of variational calculations.
18
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Chapter 3
The H elium  Problem
Since the mid-twentieth century, physicists have used increasingly powerful computers 
to  obtain solutions to the helium problem by variational means. However, before any 
algorithm can be autom ated, construction of the trial functions to  be used in the 
variational solution to  the Schrodinger equation must be discussed. The application 
of the variational m ethod to  the helium system requires the m athem atical evaluation 
of various quantities in the calculations. The most notable of these being the integrals 
used to  formulate the Hamiltonian and overlap m atrix elements, H  =  {Xm\H\xn) and 
® ~  (XmlXn)?
{Xm\H\Xn) = dr  XmHXn
iXmlXn) = X*mXn ■ (3.1)
These m atrix elements appear in the generalized eigenvalue problem, (H  —£^0)a  =  0. 
It is necessary to develop a rigorous m ethod of constructing these m atrix elements 
by first evaluating the general integrals which arise in the calculation. Only then can 
the process be autom ated for use w ith m odern workstations.
3.1 Three-Body Schrodinger Equation
The three-body Schrodinger equation lies a t the core of all the calculations in this 
work. However, first transforming the problem to  atomic units removes the burden
19
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of having to  carry factors of the fundam ental constants throughout the calculation, 
which will only limit the accuracy of the results. The Hamiltonian for the nonrela- 
tivistic Schrodinger equation of helium and helium-like ions in an arbitrary  inertial 
frame (where the nucleus is not necessarily a t the origin) can be w ritten in SI units 
as [4, p. 108]
_  y2  y2  y2   _̂_____ _______
2M  ^  2me 2me 47r€o|Rn -  R ij  47reolRo -  R-2 I 47reo]R.i -  R 2 I
(3.2)
where Ro is the displacement of the nucleus of mass M  from the origin, and R i,
% =  1,2, is the displacement of electrons one and two of mass mg from the origin. 
Proceeding in a similar m anner as in the standard  solution to  hydrogen (see for 
example [8, p.93]), a transform ation to the center-of-mass frame is made [4, p .108],
M Rq -I- rrigRi -f- meR .2
R,
{M + rrie + me) 
r i  =  (R i -  Ro)
F2 =  ( R a - R o ) .  (3.3)
R cm  is the displacement of the center-of-mass from the origin and ri, i =  1,2 are the 
displacements of the two electrons relative to the nucleus (see also [19, p.58]). The 
differential operators may be rewritten as (see below equation (37.2) in [6, p.252])
Squaring these operators and inserting them  in equation (3.2) gives the center-of-mass
Hamiltonian,
e /  \  IVA I IVq
,2 7„2 „2
M  +  2 m ,  ' \ M  m e )  VM m J  Me )
+  TZ7-T-- (3-7)47rcori 47reor2 47reori2 
Since there are no external net forces acting on the system, the R cm  dependence 
can be ignored. Furthermore, by letting ^  =  M m e / { M  -(- m ,) be the reduced mass
20
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and scaling distances in terms of the reduced mass Bohr radius (r* where
Ifxe^) gives
H  = — ^ -  I v l  + • V 2 (3.8)
T] ro vio J
 V T  V o i -------
2 2 M  ■ ri V2 r 2.
where the notation is dropped in favor of Vj. Hence, the problem to  be solved is 
Schrodinger’s equation for three-bodied systems (in atomic units)
-  iv ^  +  ^ V ,  . V 2  -  -  -  -  +  — } * „ (r „ r 2 ) =  £'4'„(r,, r , ) , (3.9)
I 2 2 M  r i  T2 ri2 J
where the energy E  is measured in units of e^/47reoa^. Note th a t e^/ATreottn —
e^p/(47reo)^^^ =  2i?^/ic is the reduced mass Hartree unit of energy. If the mass
of the nucleus is considered to  be infinitely heavy, then » i?oo aiid the unit of 
energy becomes the normal Hartree.
The disadvantage of changing to  the center of mass coordinate system is the intro­
duction of the mass-polarization term , V i • V 2 , which can be treated  as a perturbation 
to the infinite nuclear mass equation (p /M  —)■ 0),
~  f  f  ^ tr (r i ,r2 )  =  £^^tr(ri,F2) , (3.10)
or may be calculated explicitly in the Hamiltonian. Equations (3.9) and (3.10) are 
non separable due to the correlation term  l / r i 2  in the Hamiltonian. However, the 
calculation may be performed without factors of r i 2  in the trial function so th a t 
’J 'tr(ri 5 F2 ) =  xp{ri)'ip{T2 ). This restriction is precisely the Hartree-Fock approximation 
and the value of the energy in the infinite nuclear mass approximation for the ground 
state of helium is then -2.8789756(7) an in this approximation. The actual value is 
-2.903724377034119598311(1) au.
3.2 Basis Functions
There has been considerable discussion in the literature in recent years concerning 
the best strategy to use in constructing variational trial functions (see for example, 
[13]-[18]). In this work, the trial functions are constructed from sets of three Hylleraas
21
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basis functions, each of the form
i+ j+ k< il
x{a,  /3)= ^ 1 ^2 ^ 1 2  e x p { - a r i  -  r a ) , (3.11)
where { i , j , k }  are integers and {«,/?} are positive reals. O ther works use similar
basis functions except perhaps with the inclusion of half-integer powers of {z, j ,  A:}, the
inclusion of logarithmic term s of the form { l n ( r f a n d  {[ln(ri2 )]” } [13], or w ith a 
third nonlinear param eter 7  in the exponential factor {exp(—a r i  — I3r2 — 7 r i 2 )} which 
fixes the distance scale along r i 2  [18]. The common link among all the different trial 
functions is the incorporation of factors of r i 2  in the basis set. W ithout any correlation 
terms in the trial functions, the calculations reduce to  the Hartree-Fock approximation 
which is an inaccurate model for the helium system because the correlation energy 
makes a rather large contribution (about 0.67344606(7) eV for the infinite nuclear 
mass helium ground state). Thus, the basis functions of the helium system cannot be 
separated into a product of functions V’(ri) and '0 (r 2 ). However, because the actual 
energy of the system is rotationally invariant (in the absence of electric and magnetic 
fields), the basis functions may be separated into a product of radial and angular 
functions
zA(ri, rs) -  R{ri,  T2, r i 2 )T£i,X,L(ri> ^2 ) ,  (3.12)
where, as in (3.11), the basis set is composed of Hylleraas type functions and vector 
coupled products of spherical harmonics,
R{ri ,r i , r i2)  =  (3-13)
y ^ l d i u h )  = E  y ” ‘ (fi)Vr(f2)<<i<2mim2|LM). (3.14)
mi ,m2
In this way, vector coupled products of spherical harmonics are introduced to accom­
modate states of higher angular momentum. The coupling of these angular term s to 
general m atrix elements will be discussed below (see section 3.3.3 and 3.3.4).
The screened hydrogenic wave function for nuclear charge Z,
Ti )4>q{Z — 1, F2 ) , (3.15)
is also added to  the overall trial function. The specific form of (j>o is given by the
standard hydrogenic wave function depending on the quantum  numbers n, E, and m
22
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(see [20, p.243]). The advantage of including the screened hydrogenic term  in the 
basis set is th a t it is already a good approximation to the Rydberg states (states 
of high excitation). As a consequence, there is increased numerical stability in the 
calculation [5].
The final step in the construction of the basis set deals with the truncation of the 
powers { i , j ,  /c}. The first truncation is based on a  method developed by Pekeris and 
coworkers [21] where only terms satisfying
i + j  k < n  (3.16)
are included in the basis set. Q is an integer constant th a t is gradually increased. All 
of the term s satisfying (3.16) are sometimes referred to  as a “Pekeris Shell” [4, p. 110]. 
If all combinations of {z, j ,  k}  were included in the basis set such th a t equation (3.16)
is satisfied, then the to ta l number of term s would be given by
N  =l { n + l){n + 2){n + 3).  (3.17)
6
However, further truncations are included such th a t terms which satisfy,
z <  j  (3.18)
i + j  + k-i- \ i  — j \  > Q (3.19)
k > K ,  (3.20)
are om itted in each sector. The first condition is included in order to  avoid near-linear 
dependence in the basis set as Q is increased. The last two conditions are a form of 
truncation introduced by Kono and H attori [22] where K- is an integer param eter th a t 
is adjusted by trial and error until its effect on the calculation is negligible. O m itted 
terms th a t satisfy equation (3.19) eventually reappear as is increased in each sector. 
These truncations help to  preserve the numerical linear independence of the basis set 
while performing the calculation in finite precision arithmetic.
Thus, the overall trial wave function developed by Drake [5] and used throughout
this work is composed of a tripled set of Hylleraas functions.
23
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^ tr (r i ,r2 )  =  aQ(t>o{Z,Ti)(t)Q{Z-1,T2)
3 i+j+k<fl
+  E  E  exch
p=l i,j,k
=  ri)0o('^ ~  1) *'2) (3-21)
3  i+j+k<fl
+  E Z  ±  e x a ,
P = 1
where r i  is the radial coordinate of the first electron from the nucleus, T2  is the 
radial coordinate of the second electron from the nucleus, and r i 2  is the interelectron 
correlation coordinate. The exchange term  (implying interchange of r i  w ith T2 ) is 
added for singlet states and subtracted for trip let states. Completeness of the radial 
basis set as -4  0 0  was proven by Klahn and Bingel [23].
3.3 Integrals of Basis Functions
Before considering the construction of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices, it is 
necessary to  find a general solution to the basic integral of the form
/ =  /  d r  V̂‘ ( r i , r 2 )V’( r i , r 2 ) , (3.22)
Jv
where '0 (ri,r2 ) =  i?(ri, r 2 , r i 2 )T^j^^^i,(ri, r 2 ) is as it appears in (3.12). The general 
integral can be split into a radial integration and an angular integration due to  the 
rotational invariance of the energy mentioned in the previous section. Once the basic 
radial integrals have been evaluated, the extension to the full integral (3.22) and to 
states of higher angular momentum is accomplished through the application of radial 
recurrence relations and the use of angular momentum algebra.
3.3.1 Volume Element
It is necessary to first establish what volume to integrate over in equation (3.22). 
In Cartesian coordinates, the positions of electrons one and two are given by six 
independent variables {a:i,yi, 2 1 , 0 :2 , 2/2 ,-2 2̂ } and the volume element is given by
24
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Figure 3.1: Hylleraas Coordinates
dr  = dx \dyidzidx 2 dy2 dz2 - In spherical polar coordinates, the positions of the elec­
trons are given by the six independent variables, { ri, 0 i, 0 i, r 2 , 0 2 , ^ 2 } and 
dr  — r \  s\n6idrid9id(j)ir\ sin92dr2dd2d(f)2 is the volume element. Since the basis func­
tions in (3.12) are w ritten in Hylleraas coordinates, the volume element m ust be 
transformed to this system. The six independent Hylleraas coordinates are
{ ru r2 , r i2 ,9 i , (p i , x } , (3.23)
where rj, i — 1 , 2 , are the electron coordinates, ri 2  is the interelectron separation, 9i 
and 0 1  are the polar angles of r i , and x  is the angle of rotation of the rigid triangle 
defined by r i 2  =  r i  — F2  about the direction of r i  (see figure 3.1). The volume element 
then becomes [24, p.383],
dr  =  ridr\r2dr2T\2dri2^^^9\d9id(j>idx ■ 
25
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The integral over the volume element is then given by
r roo roo fTi+T2 r'K r2 ;r  r 2 'n
dr  = ridri  /  r2 (lr2  /  r^dr i^  / sin didOi /  d^i  /  d \  • (3.25)
Jv Jo Jo -/Iri-rzl Jo Jo Jo
Integration over the radial coordinates m ust be handled carefully due to  the ab­
solute value in the integration limit. Integration over the larger of r i and r 2  must 
be performed and then added to  the corresponding integral w ith the roles of ri and 
T2  interchanged (see the discussion [25, p.446j). In other words, the radial integration 
is given by
r roo roo rr2+ ri roo roo rr\-\-r2
/  d m  = ridri  /  rzdrz /  r ^ d r  12 +  /  radfa /  n d n  /  n z d r ia .
J V r  Jo  J r l  J r2 —ri JO J r 2 J r \~ r 2
(3.26)
The only disadvantage of performing the calculation directly in Hylleraas coordinates 
is th a t the radial integrations in equation (3.26) are coupled. O ther calculations in 
this field use a change of variables to  the perimetric coordinates
s =  r i +  r 2
t ^  r i - V 2
u -  r i 2 , (3.27)
so th a t [2]
f  roo rs ru
/  dtR — ds du dt u^{s^ — t^ ) , (3.28)
J v r  J o J o J o
in effect, uncoupling the integrations [26]. General methods for uncoupling the in­
tegrals have also been developed [27]. However, since the coupled integrals are not 
substantially more difficult to  solve, no change of variables was performed in this 
work. Moreover, the direct representation in term s of { r i , r 2 , r i 2 } provides a natu ­
ral physical description for Rydberg states of higher angular momentum through the 
incorporation o f vector coupled products o f spherical harmonics.
3.3.2 Radial Integrals
The basic type of the radial integral in Hylleraas coordinates is of the form
rri+r2 
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where {a,b,c}  are integers. General solutions to  this integral can be obtained by 
straight forward evaluation. Integrating over r i 2  and using the binomial expansion 
gives
a+1^6+lg-Qn-|8r2Io{a,b,c-,a,^) =  |  ^  dfi dr2 [{r2 + -  {r2 -
+  I "  dV2 d n  [(ri +  ^a+1 ^ 6 + lg -ari-^ r 2 ( 3  3 0 )
■ roo roo
/  dri  /  dr2r\r2e~
J o  J r l(c +  2 ) ^  1 2 i +  l
,-ari-0T2
+
roo roo , ,
/  d r 2  /  d rir?  r |  <
./O ./r2
,-ar\-^r2 (3.31)
The final integrations can be resolved by making use of the Incomplete Gam m a func­
tion r(n, x) and the standard Gam m a Function F(x) respectively [28, p.255-265],
roo
r(a, x) =  J f'~̂ e~*'dt
r(n, x) =  (n — l)!e ; n e
i=Q J-
roo





Hence, the solution to  the basic radial integral is,
O [ [ (c + l) /2 ] ]  /  „  , o  \
/ o ( a , 5 ,  c ; q ; , ^ )
c "T 2 E2 = 0
j ^ { p  + j ) U  P \
j-
+
-h/5)P+i j \  \ a  + ^  
( ^ i ) !  [  a
j= o
(3.35)
where p =  a 2i -I- 2, p' =  6  -f- 2z -|- 2, g =  5 -|- c — 2i -t- 2, g' =  a -|- c — 2* +  2, and 
[[xj] means greatest integer in x. Equation (3.35) is valid for {a,b,c) > —1. A special 
result of the radial integral (3.29) for the case (a, b) =  —2 and c =  — 1 may be derived 
from first principles to give.
r / .  . m 2 / a  +  /5\ 2 , / a  +  /3\
/ o ( - 2 ,  - 2 ,  - 1 ; -  I n  j +  [g j




( 3 .3 7 )
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/o (0 ,0 ,0 ;a ,/5 ) =  (3.39)
For a complete table of radial integrals, including results for the singular values of 
c — - 2  and c =  - 3 ,  consult Table 11.1 in reference [3, p.l58]. The singular integrals 
arise when the expectation values of operators such as (1 /r”), n  >  2, are calculated 
for use in relativistic and QED corrections. The basic radial integral (3.35) will be 
used as the foundation for the radial recurrence relations in the generalization to 
states of higher angular momentum in the next subsection.
3.3.3 Angular Integrals and Radial Recurrence R elations
General formulae for the m atrix elements of operators acting on states of higher 
angular momentum in Hylleraas coordinates were pioneered by Drake and a complete 
reference is made to  his work [29]. The calculation of these m atrix elements involves 
the evaluation of general integral as it appears in (3.22), namely /  dr  {R y)*{R y) .  
The actual evaluation of integrals of this type is aided by making full use of angular 
momentum algebra and the development of radial recurrence relations.
As a starting point, the simplest form of the general integral in equation (3.22) 
may be evaluated
I  (a, b,c-,tumue2,m^;a,IS)^ l^dT  R(i', j'. k')Y,'̂ ' ‘ (Si, («2, j,  k) ,
(3.40)
where R{i , j ,  k) — r \r 2 ry2 exp(—a r i  — /3r2) is given in equation (3.13) and a = i' + i, 
b = f  + j ,  c — k' + k. The two polar angles of r^, namely O2  and (j>2 , are no longer 
independent variables in the Hylleraas coordinate system. However, the spherical 
harmonic of the second electron may be represented in terms of a rotation m atrix by 
the relation [29]
YtT(02,M=E'P%:M('l»,0uX)ye^{0, 't>),  (3.41)
M
where 6 and ^  are the polar angles of T2 with respect to r i . By writing
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and using the orthogonality of the rotation matrices [30, p.l47], equations (3.42) and 
(3.41) can be substituted into (3.40) to give
I{a,b ,c;£i ,miJ2,m2]a,P) = 2TvSi, ê̂ Smi,m2 dvR R'{ri,r2,ri2)R{ri,r2,ri2)Pe2{cos0)
JVr
= 2Tr5t ,̂e^5m̂ ,m2 f  dTRlt^{R'R) .  (3.43)
JVr
Note th a t Pi^{cos9) (see equation (2.8) in [30, p .19]) is the Legendre polynomial,
(3.44)
47T
Also, cos 0 is a purely radial function given by,
cos 0 =  -^1 2  _  n  , T2 rf2
2riT2 2t2 2ri 2rir2
Examining equation (3.43) reveals th a t
(3.45)
(r,™  •(» i,4 'i)V )7 (« 2 ,« ) .„ s  =  2,r5,,,fo5„,.„,P,,(cos»). (3.46)
The next logical extension is to  find the result of the more general integral,
(3.47)
which may be evaluated by making repeated use of the spherical harmonic addition 
theorem (see equation (4.6.5) in [31, p .63]),
1/2
n r ( n « r ( . ' 2 ) =
tm  \
(  £i £ 2  £ \  ^ '’ " ^
X
rrii m 2 m  ^
£ 1  £ 2  £ 
0 0 0
x F ^ * ( r ) .  (3-48)
By using this property, the product of two spherical harmonics can be rew ritten as a 
sum. Note th a t (see equation (2.7) in [30, p .18]),
r r ( f )  =  ( - i ) - y , - ( f ) .
Thus, the integral in equation (3.47) becomes,
(3.49)
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I  = f  dr  R 'R  
Jv
(« i4 m ,m 2 |im )K ,7 (f i) l^ = (f2 )
ii,m2
=  [ d r  R 'R  Y  XI {£[^2 'f î'>̂ 2 \L'rn'){£i£2 'inim2 \LTn)
(2fi +  l)(2£i +  1)(2A +  1 )(24  +  1)(2<2 +  1){2A' +  I)!
x E  E
A,M A ',M ' 47T
X M h
/
 ̂ -m 'l m i M  ) lo 0 0 / \
2̂ A' 
 ̂ ni2 M '
=  / r f r f l ' f l  E  E  E  E ( "  ) /
m'l ."»2 A.Af K ',M ' '
2A +  1 _ a ,
47T
AT
f  d r n R ' R Y  X  E  X  (‘ ' •)W '< ^a ,a '^a(cos0 )
m [,m ’2 ^ u m 2  A ,M  A ',M '




The identities (3.41), (3.42), and (3.44) were again used in the last three lines of the 
derivation. Examination of (3.50) reveals th a t
(3^ ^ ,& ' ( r i , r 2 ) T f i , l ^ , L ( r i , r 2 ) ) a n s  =  <^m,m'(^a,a' X C a P a ( c o s 0 )  , (3.51)
where, after much reduction [29],
=  2
(2fi +  l)(2£i +  1)(2£^ +  1 ) ( 2 4  +  1)
47T
1/2
x(-l)^+'^(2A +  1)
 ̂ i'l h A ^ (  f  2̂ 4 A ^ L 1̂ i2 '
X 1 ►
y 0  0
o y I 0 0 A f̂2 .
Thus, the general result is,




( 3 .5 3 )
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Due to  the fact th a t the Legendre polynomials Fa (cos 0) will become increasingly 
complex for large A, it is best to formulate recursion relations to  solve the radial 
integral appearing in (3.53). Since a general formula for /o(a, 6, c; o:,/3) was already 
developed in (3.35), 7i(a, b, c; a, /3) can be evaluated using the form of cos 0 in equation
(3.45) because Fi(cos0) =  cos0. Thus,
Ii  (a, b,c;a,jd) =  /  dr/t R 'R  cos 9
Jvr
7o(a -  1,6 +  1, c; a,  /3) -  7o(a -  1,6 -  1, c +  2; a , ^ ) ] . (3.54)
To further the argument and obtain the radial recurrence relation, first note the 
identity (see [28, p.334j)
Pi(^) = ^
where Pf_^i{x) =  ^Ff_|_i(x). Here, x  = cos9 and
d Vir2 d,
d cos 9 r i 2  dr 12 
Substitution into the radial part of equation (3.43) yields,
h{R!R)  = f  d r « F 'F ^ ^ [ F , + i ( c o s 0 ) - F , _ i ( c o s 0 ) ]






— -  dvi dv2 R'Rrir2[Pi+i{cos9) -  Pe-i{cos9)]
+  1 yo Jo
^  — [Ff+i(cost;) -  (cos6>)], (3.57)
+  1 Jvr \ d r  12 J vi22£
where cos0 =  —1 for r i 2  =  |r i + 1 2 | and cos0 =  1 for r i 2  =  |r i -  F2 |. Since F f(l) =  1 
and F^(—1) =  (—1)^, the integrated term  (the first term) in equation (3.57) vanishes. 
Hence,
I,(R'R) ' /«+i ( — ^ ( R ' R ) )  -  ( ^ ~ ( R ' R ) ]
\  vi2 dr 12 J \ r n d r n  / .
(3.58)
27 +  1
If {R'R) — r p ^ r 2 ~^rj2 ^exp(—a r i  — /3r2), then (3.58) becomes the radial recursion 
relation derived by Drake [29]
2 7 + 1
Ie^i(a,b,c;a,/3)  =  [7f(a -  1 , 6 -  1, c +  2; a , ^) +  7f_i(a, 6, c; a ,  ^ ) ] . (3.59)
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Therefore, starting with the values of /o(a, b, c; a , p)  and Ii{a, b, c; a,  /?), any value of 
/a (a , 6, c; a , /?) can be generated as needed in equation (3.53). These derivations hold 
for c >  —1. Note th a t for S states where =  ^ 2  =  0, then Ca = Cq =  1/2. In this 
case, only the basic radial integral need be evaluated to  form m atrix  elements.
3.3.4 Coupling of Tensor Operators
The calculations of the preceding subsection may be extended to the general integral 
containing a tensor operator
I  = l j r R { i ' J \ k ' ) y , X A i u h ) T , , % , K { r i , T 2 ) R ( i , 3 , k ) y , J , J t u f 2 ) ,  (3.60)
where,
=  E  K  ( t x ) Y S ( ^ 2 ) { k i l H q M K Q ) . (3.61)
fcl,fc2
The m ethod to evaluate the integral is similar to th a t used to  obtain equation (3.53) 
in th a t it involves the repeated application of the spherical harmonic addition theorem 
(3.48). The general result is similar to  equation (3.53) and is given in Drake’s work 
[29] which is used as a complete reference here. The result is
/  =  E  /  d r n R 'R P A { c o s9 ) .
A Vl7




V  K  L  I (-1)^ 
- M '  Q M Stt
X ( A i ,  A 2 , A ) ( ^ i ,  f c i ,  £2, h ,  £ '2 , L ,  i ' ,
X
X
Ai a \ ^ 2 A2  ^
0 % 0 0 )
\ (-2 L




These results are the basic tools needed to construct the m atrix elements of various 
operators for use in variational and perturbation calculations.
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3.4 Hamiltonian M atrix Elements
The results of the previous subsections form the necessary foundation to  calculate the 
m atrix elements of the Hamiltonian for the infinite nuclear mass case,
2 2 n r ,  ri2
(3.64)
However, the functional form of Vf must first be w ritten in Hylleraas coordinates. 
The connections between { r i , r 2 , r i 2 } and the Cartesian coordinates are
2 2 , 2 . 2  r f  =  x \  + y{ + zl
2 I 2 I 2=  2(2 +  2/2 +  2(2
r^2 =  {2:1 -  2̂f  +  (2/1 -  y2f  +  [zi -  Z2Y . 
If V i acts on a function =  R Y ,  then
ViV' =  i V , R ) Y  +  i?( V iT ) =  (V f  +  V f ) ^ ,
(3.65)
(3.66)
where V f  is understood to  act only on the radial p art and only on the angular part 
of the trial function. The transform ation to Hylleraas coordinates is accomplished by 
making use of the equations in (3.65) so th a t [2]
d'lp Xi dip ^  Xi — X2 dip
dxi  r i  dri  ' ri2 d r u  ’ 
and similarly for dip/dyi  and dip/dzi.  Thus,
(3.67)
(3.68)
and similarly for V 2 ,
V 2 V’
^   ̂ d
. a r  1  dr  1 2 +  v n v ' -
(3.69)
Hence, squaring the momentum operators as they appear in (3.68) and (3.69) results 





r\ dvi ^ d v i )  ^ r f 2  dvi2 V ^^ 1 2 , 
2 ( r i —r2Cos^) d^
ri
(V)̂
ri2 dr idr  12  
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and similarly for V 2  except with the roles of r i and r 2  interchanged.
Vf acting on ^ ( r i , r 2 ) =  > f^e standard Hylleraas wave func­
tion of equation (3.12), gives
„ 2 , (  f [*(* +  1) -  ^1 ( ^ 1  +  1)] k{k + l) 2  2o;(i +  l )v,v(r..r,) = I ---------- ^ ----------- + - 7 ^ + “ ------
+  . V f ) }  ^ ( r „  r ,)  .(3.71)
ri2 nr i2  }
The m atrix  elements may be evaluated by multiplying from the left by ip'{Ti,T2 ) 
and integrating over all space. For S states, the angular term s in (3.71) make no 
contribution when acting on the wave function so th a t
2 , /  N f *(*  +  1) +  1) 2 2 q : ( z  +  1)
2(ri— r2C0S0) |  F2) . (3.72)
f'12 J
V f can be constructed in a similar fashion except with a  —> i j ,  and the roles 
of fi and f 2  interchanged. The remaining operators in the Hamiltonian, namely 1 /r i , 
l / r 2 , and l / r i 2 , are much easier to  evaluate and only require one integration term  for 
S states.
The Laplacian m atrix elements for an S-state trial function are given by the ex­
pression,
{R L { i ' , f , k ' ) \V l \R R { i , j , k ) )  = i{i + l ) I o { a - 2 , b , c ; a , p )
+k{k  +  l ) / o ( a ,  6, c -  2; a,  /?)
-2o!(i -I- l ) / o ( a  -  1, b, c; a, 0) + a^Io{a, 6, c; a, 0) 
+ik[Io{a, b , c — 2] a,  0) — Io{a — 2,b + 2,c — 2] a,  0) 
+Io{a -  2,6, c-,a,0)]
—ak[Io{a -h 1,6, c — 2; a, 0) — Io{a — 1,6 -I- 2, c — 2; a , /?) 
+ l o { a - l , b , c - a , 0 ) ] ,  (3.73)
where a =  i' +  b =  f  +  j ,  c =  k' +  k, a  =  +  q j r ,  and 0  —  0 1  +  0 r - The process
of evaluating Hamiltonian m atrix elements for states of higher angular momentum,
34
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however, becomes much more laborious. It is more instructive (and far simpler) to 
consider the Hermitian form of the Hamiltonian. The requirement th a t the Hamilto­
nian be Hermitian yields interesting recursion relations which simplify the form for 
the Hamiltonian m atrix elements as derived by Drake and given by equation (11.33) 
in [3, p. 159].
3.5 Computational M ethod
Once the formulae for calculating the Hamiltonian and overlap m atrix elements have 
been developed, the entire variational procedure may be autom ated and performed on 
modern computers or preferably on clusters of computers. The calculation is based 
on trial wave functions composed of three Hylleraas type functions
^ tr ( r i ,  t2) =  ao0o(-^, Vi)(t)Q{Z -  1, rs) (3.74)
3 i+ k + k< n
+  E  E  ±  exch.
P= 1 i,j,k
Initial values for /3p} are chosen as input. For states of higher angular momentum, 
the correct coupling terms needed for completeness for a state  of to ta l L  must be 
included [4, p. 116]. These considerations are irrelevant for S states (L =  0). For 
P-states (L =  1), however, vector coupled products of spherical harmonics w ith {ii = 
1, £ 2  =  0) and ( £ 1  =  0, £ 2  =  1) must be present in the basis set. For D-states (L  =  2), 
terms with ( £ 1  =  2,£s =  0), ( £ 1  =  0, £ 2  =  2), and ( £ 1  =  1,£2 =  1) are necessary. For 
states of higher angular momentum, the necessary couplings are given in [4, p. 116].
Once the initial trial functions are formed, the Hamiltonian and overlap m atrix 
elements are generated using the integral results in Section 3.3. The main com puta­
tional step then, is solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
( H - F ; O ) a  =  0 , (3.75)
which is accomplished using the Power Method (see section 3.5.1), requiring an initial 
guess value of E  as input. O btaining the eigenvector a  of equation (3.75) is equivalent
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to minimizing the energy
p , ^  (’j ' . r lg  -  Eol^'.r) , ,
{4 ' t r |« ' t r >
where Eq is the screened hydrogenic energy. It is advantageous to use instead the 
difference, E'  — Etr — Eq, between the trial energy (initially, a guess energy) and the 
screened hydrogenic energy to save significant figures for states of higher excitation. 
By minimizing equation (3.76) (i.e. finding solutions to (3.75)), the trial functions 
constructed with the optimized linear coefficients a are then (approximately) eigen­
functions of the Hamiltonian. These functions are then used to recalculate the energy 
in (3.76).
Since the input values of {ap, /3p} may not give the lowest energy, these param eters 
must also be optimized. The optimization of the nonlinear param eters is accomplished 
by differentiating the energy (3.76) with respect to  each param eter [4, p.l21]. Thus,
d E
^  -  - 2 ( ^ ( r i , r 2 ) ± ^ ( r 2 , r i ) |H - f ; o | r i ^ ( r i , r 2 ) ± r 2 ^ ( r 2 , r i ) ) ,  (3.77)
oap
d E
—  =  -2 (^ (r i ,F2)±^(r2 ,r i ) |H -T;o |r2^(r i ,r2 )±r i^ (r2 ,r i ) ) ,  (3.78)
upp
where the normalization ( ^ ( r i , r 2 ) ±  ^ ( f 2 , r i ) |^ ( r i ,F 2 ) ±  ^ ( f 2 ,F i)) =  1 is assumed. 
Once the above derivatives have been calculated, the values of {ap, ^p} can be changed 
in the direction of lower energy, the entire problem recalculated, and the minimum 
of (3.77) and (3.78) located by Newton’s method. In other words, using Newton’s 
method to find the zeros of the the derivatives listed above entails solving o:„+i =  
Q!„ — {d E /dan) / {d ‘̂ E /d a ^ ) ,  where the second derivatives are estim ated by simply 
taking differences, dPE/da^  =  { d E /d a n —dEldan-t-\) /{an+i—an). The entire process 
converges in a few iterations, and for large basis sets where Q. «  18, requires about an 
hour of machine time. Most of the calculations were performed on the Tiger cluster 
of the SHARCnet network a t the University of W indsor Campus.
For some of the ground state  calculations, a multiple precision package (MP-
FUN90) w ritten by David H. Bailey [32] (available a t h ttp ://crd .lb l.gov /dhbailey /
m pdist/) was used to eliminate problems of linear dependence in the basis set which 
arose for larger values of atomic number Z  (see Table 3.1). The extended precision 
arithm etic contained up to forty-eight decimal precision. However, since the extended
36
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precision package runs a t a software level, the to ta l calculation tim e increased dras­
tically.
The rate of convergence of the energies as Q is increased determines the uncertainty 
in the final values. The values of {ap, Pp} also increase with Q. In fact, the best results 
are obtained if {ap, Pp} increase linearly with Q. This is a  result of the fact th a t 
the wave function should be concentrated in the same regions of configuration space 
regardless of the value of f), i.e., a general function of the form exp(—o:(f))r) should 
peak a t the same value of r  =  =  const. Thus, the nonlinear param eters
should increase linearly with Cl.
3.5.1 Solution of the Eigenvalue Problem
The eigenvalue problem (3.75) is most efficiently solved using a form of the Power 
Method, which finds the closest eigenvector to  an input guess eigenvalue. The m ethod 
is also known as Inverse Iteration and algorithms are available in many numerical 
com putation texts (see, for example, [33, p.487]). The Power Method only solves for 
one eigenvector and is thus, the simplest eigenvector algorithm to implement. The 
idea is to  solve an equation of the form
( A - A g B ) - y  =  x ,  (3.79)
for the vector y , where A  and B  are square matrices, x  is some random starting  
vector, and Xg is a guess eigenvalue. The m ethod is iterated so th a t once the solution 
y  is obtained, it is substituted in for x. The problem is then resolved for a new y  
which is substituted again for x. The process continues in this way until the solution 
y  converges sufficiently to become an adequate approximation to  the real eigenvector 
corresponding to the guess eigenvalue A .̂ Solving the system of linear equations m 
(3.79) is accomplished using the Square-root Method [34], which is very similar to the 
LU-Decomposition routine in [33, p.34j.
Care must be taken to ensure th a t the procedure converges to  the correct eigen­
value. Thus, the input guess energies are accurate to a t least 10 decimal places. 
Accurate guess energies are always available from previous calculations in the field.
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3.5.2 Finite Nuclear M ass Corrections
The mass-polarization term , V i • V 2 , appearing in the three-body Schrodinger equa­
tion (3.9) has m atrix elements,
(V i-V 2 )V ' =  [u c o s0 - l- i  ( f i - V ^ ) + i  (f2 • v f )  +  v f  • V^]
-I-— [̂—/3 ^icos0 -f T2 • v f ) ]  + ^  [ - a  (icos0 -I- fi • V2 )]
_ Kk + ^ - i l ‘ '-il‘ ^ k ^ - l P - c c o s e ] + k q - l a - P c o s e ]
fl2 ^12 ^12
+ k  [zcos0 +  f2 • V f l  -I-q;/3cos0
rirfa  '■ ^
[icos0  +  f i  • V f]  W .  (3.80)
^ 2 ^ 1 2  - ' J
The finite nuclear mass term  may be explicitly calculated along with the other term s 
in the Hamiltonian.
3.6 Results: Variational Calculations
This section details the results of the variational calculations for helium and helium­
like ions using the trial functions composed of a tripled set of Hylleraas functions. 
Comparisons to previous and contem porary calculations in the field are made.
The state of a particular ion is w ritten in the general form Z n q L  where Z  is the 
atomic number, n  is the energy level of the excited electron, q signifies either singlet 
states (g =  1) or triplet states {q =  3), and L  is the spectroscopic le tter denoting 
the orbital of the excited electron (L =  S , P ^ D , F , G , ...). For example, the state of 
2115 refers to  the I s l s  ground state  of Z  =  2 (helium). The state 423P refers to 
the ls2p  state  of Z  =  4 The state 2121P refers to  the ls2p  ^P state  of
Z  =  21 (5c^^+).
3.6.1 Tables of N onrelativistic Energies
This section tabulates the nonrelativistic energies for various states. All of the values 
below are extrapolated values, th a t is, estim ated values based on the convergence as
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the number of basis functions is increased. For all of the tables below, N is  an arbitrary  
sequence number to  keep track of the results, State lists the state  in question (see the 
previous section 3.6), No. Bas is  refers to the maximum number of basis functions 
used before extrapolation, and Energy Value is the value of the energy level in atomic 
units.
Table 3.1
















14 1511S 1351 *
15 1611S 1809 ♦
16 1711S 1809 ♦
17 1811S 2067 *
18 1911S 1565 *
19 2011S 2012 *
20 2111S 2067 *
UNITS for I s is  IS -------  In fin ite  nuclear mass------
Energy Value:
- 0 .527751016544377196567+-.000000000000000000021 
- 2 .903724377034119598311+-.000000000000000000001 
- 7 .279913412669305965182+-.000000000000000000071 
-1 3 .655566238423586702163+-.000000000000000000060 
-2 2 .030971580242781541764+-.000000000000000000045 
-3 2 .406246601898530310518+-.000000000000000000002 
-4 4 .781445148772704645153+-.000000000000000000010 
-5 9 .156595122757925558152+-.000000000000000000003 
-75.531712363959491104558+-.000000000000000000032 












* calculated using MPFUN90 multiple precision by D.H. Bailey
Table 3.1; Variational Calculations for state  I s l s  for nuclear charge Z  =
1 ,2 ,3 , . . . , 2 1 .
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Table 3.2
------  Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for ls2s IS ---- In fin ite  nuclear mass ----
N S tate: No.Basis Energy Value:
21 221S 2273 - 2 .145974046054417415783+-.000000000000000000010
22 321S 1809 - 5 .040876745595439840757+-.000000000000000000013
23 421S 1809 - 9 .184873895348320580582+-.000000000000000000005
24 521S 1809 -1 4 .578528032881438251518+-.000000000000000000004
25 6218 1809 -2 1 .222017701288970826714+-.000000000000000000003
26 721S 1809 -2 9 .115415715499995874579+-.000000000000000000002
27 821S 1809 -3 8 .258757307628576553452+-.000000000000000000001
28 9218 1809 -4 8 .652061639121629629756+-.000000000000000000003
29 10218 1809 -6 0 .295340046231672165012+-.000000000000000000017
30 11218 1809 -7 3 .188599674461069338957+-.000000000000000000022
31 12218 1809 -8 7 .331845256091269997206+-.000000000000000000043
32 13218 1809 -102.725080052065093237296+-.000000000000000000071
33 14218 1809 -119.368306383858593193234+-.000000000000000000090
34 15218 2067 -137.261525949778465180542+-.000000000000000000051
35 16218 1809 -156.404740021316150812937+-.000000000000000000027
35a 17218 1809 * -176.797949569541762196223+-.000000000000000000004
35b 18218 1809 * -198.441155349027158380417+-.000000000000000000003
35c 19218 1809 ♦ -221.334357955085689429794+-.000000000000000000005
35d 20218 1809 * -245.477557863740217997495+-.000000000000000000002
35e 21218 1809 * -270.870755460215322905530+-.000000000000000000003
* calculated using MPFUN90 multiple precision by D.H. Bailey
Table 3.2: Variational Calculations for state  ls2 s  for nuclear charge Z
2 ,3 , . . . , 1 6 .
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Table 3.3
-------- Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for ls2s 38 ---- In fin ite  nucleeur mass ----
N S tate: No.Basis Energy Value:
36 223S 1296 - 2 .175229378236791305737+-.000000000000000000001
37 3238 1510 - 5 .110727372570740024266+-.000000000000000000046
38 4238 1109 -9.297166589777615435064+-.000000000000000000011
39 5238 1296 -14.733897348814233050154+-.000000000000000000035
40 6238 1738 -2 1 .420755902307957068398+-.000000000000000000004
41 7238 1296 -2 9 .357681737491036992971+-.000000000000000000065
42 8238 1296 -3 8 .544647320085010147315+-.000000000000000000055
43 9238 1109 -4 8 .981638329518308287384+-.000000000000000000098
44 10238 1109 -60.668646584073372908411+-.000000000000000000070
45 11238 1109 -7 3 .605667070868724097657+-.000000000000000000060
46 12238 1109 -8 7 .792696547602888266412+-.000000000000000000019
47 14238 1109 -119.916774369253146408873+-.000000000000000000091
48 15238 1173 -137.853820077782704253239+-.000000000000000000055
49 16238 1296 -157.040869134246416417809+-.000000000000000000158
50 17238 1109 -177.477920922846168410945+-.000000000000000000120
51 18238 1109 -199.164974970051511838943+-.000000000000000000092
52 19238 1296 -222.102030905764737212619+-.000000000000000003772
53 20238 1173 -246.289088436546590449904+-.000000000000000000090
54 21238 1109 -271.726147326748374502377+-.000000000000000000066
Table 3.3: Variational Calculations for state  ls2 s  for nuclear charge Z  — 
2 ,3 , . . . , 2 1 .
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ATOMIC UNITS for ls2p IP ---- In fin ite  nuclear mass-----
Energy Value:
- 2 .123843086498101359151+-.000000000000000000069 
-4 .993351077780017360709+-.000000000000000000002 
- 9 .110771622916444082037+-.000000000000000000001 
-1 4 .477283265307799319329+-.000000000000000000083 
-2 1 .093332313388409035042+-.000000000000000000036 
-28.959116400616684615326+-.000000000000000000089 
-38.074735235875631221154+-.000000000000000000032 
-4 8 .440244276707794892289+-.000000000000000000054 
-6 0 .055676739578081401063+-.000000000000000000003 
-7 2 .921053702904688685722+-.000000000000000000011 










Table 3.4: Variational Calculations for state  ls2p  for nuclear charge Z  =
2 ,3 , . . . , 2 1 .
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Table 3.5
-------- Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for ls2p 3P ---- In fin ite  nuclear mass ----
N State: No.Basis Energy Value:
75 223P 2304 - 2 .133164190779283205080+-.000000000000000000014
76 323P 2304 - 5 .027715681397367761905+-.000000000000000000007
77 423P 2304 - 9 .174973143070973000360+-.000000000000000000066
78 523P 2289 -1 4 .573137692213480048249+-.000000000000000000056
79 623P 2273 -21.221710696488051077901+-.000000000000000000023
80 723P 2269 -2 9 .120501744929890888398+-.000000000000000000069
81 823P 2269 -3 8 .269422716383332051614+-.000000000000000000042
82 923P 2269 -4 8 .668427293478709522527+-.000000000000000000035
83 1023P 2269 -6 0 .317488820784902979939+-.000000000000000000044
84 1123P 2269 -7 3 .216590878941043167686+-.000000000000000000054
85 1223P 2269 -8 7 .365722803997832988075+-.000000000000000000091
86 1323P 2269 -102.764877369871188225773+-.000000000000000000027
87 1423P 2269 -119.414049506776641210732+-.000000000000000000064
88 1523P 2269 -137.313235552997679111852+-.000000000000000000060
89 1623P 2269 -156.462432797912488570006+-.000000000000000000038
90 1723P 2269 -176.861639192097987766303+-.000000000000000000068
91 1823P 2269 -198.510853157352372510880+-.000000000000000000064
92 1923P 2269 -221.410073458647753849322+-.000000000000000000052
93 2023P 2269 -245.559299115677519286767+-.000000000000000000083
94 2123P 2269 -270.958529340416649432525+-.000000000000000000062
Table 3.5: Variational Calculations for state  ls2p  for nuclear charge Z  =  
2 ,3 , . . . , 2 1 .
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TABLE 3.6
-Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for Rydberg Series of He 5 states -In fin ite  Nuc-
N State: No.Basis Energy Value:
95 211S 2358 -2.903724377034119598311+-.000000000000000000001
96 221S 2273 - 2 .145974046054417415783+-.000000000000000000010
97 223S 1296 - 2 .175229378236791305737+-.000000000000000000001
98 2315 2268 -2 .061271989740908650699+-.000000000000000000029
99 2335 1483 -2 .068689067472457191997+-.000000000000000000002
100 2415 2268 -2.033586717030725447403+-.000000000000000000093
101 2435 1273 - 2 .036512083098236299555+-.000000000000000000006
102 2515 2273 - 2 .021176851574373902336+-.000000000000000000047
103 2535 1483 -2 .022618872302312266324+-.000000000000000000008
104 2615 2358 - 2 .014563098446617163367+-.000000000000000000064
105 2635 1721 -2 .015377452992862437691+-.000000000000000000001
106 2715 2358 - 2 .010625776210865961155+-.000000000000000000008
107 2735 1483 -2.011129919527626331740+-.000000000000000000003
108 2815 2358 - 2 .008093622105612526049+-.000000000000000000086
109 2835 1721 - 2 .008427122064721395333+-.000000000000000000003
110 2915 2358 -2 .006369553107877471496+-.000000000000000000048
111 2935 1721 -2 .006601516715010778152+-.000000000000000000003
112 21015 2358 -2 .005142991747992561553+-.000000000000000000059
113 21035 1721 - 2 .005310794915611245065+-.000000000000000000001
Table 3.6; Variational Calculations for S-states of He from n  =  1 to  n =  10.
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TABLE 3.7
-Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for Rydberg Series of Li+ 8 s ta tes-In fin ite  Nuc-
N S tate: No.Basis Energy Value:
114 311S 2358 -7 .279913412669305965182+-.000000000000000000071
115 321S 1809 -5 .040876745595439840757+-.000000000000000000013
116 323S 1510 - 5 .110727372570740024266+-.000000000000000000046
117 3318 2268 - 4 .733756132647767406005+-.000000000000000000036
118 333S 1483 - 4 .752076456045587803052+-.000000000000000000010
119 3418 2896 - 4 .629783637878709881844+-.000000000000000000064
120 3438 1273 -4 .637136595010753067177+-.000000000000000000000
121 3518 2664 - 4 .582427993884490346637+-.000000000000000000059
122 3538 1483 - 4 .586092670443711647087+-.000000000000000000008
123 3618 2358 - 4 .556953223941029591085+-.000000000000000000040
124 3638 1721 - 4 .559038619576719648267+-.000000000000000000003
125 3738 1483 - 4 .542991615282308772996+-.000000000000000000035
126 3838 1721 - 4 .532698549099424845566+-.000000000000000000079
Table 3.7; Variational Calculations for S-states of Li+ from n  =  1 to n =  8.
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TABLE 3.8
 Con5>arison with Other Works
Author
Energies in au -  In fin ite  nuclear mass - 
System No.Basis Energy
Baker e t . a l. [363 He 476 -2.9037243770341184
Burgers e t . a l. [37] He 24497 -2.903724377034119589(5)
Frankowski and Pekeris [38] He 246 -2.9037243770326
Freund e t . a l . [39] He 230 -2.9037243770340
Goldman [27] He 8066 -2.90372437703411959382
Korobov (Extp) [17] He 2200 -2.903724377034119598306
Sims and Hagstrom (Estm) [40] He 4648 -2.90372437703411959830(2)
This work (Extp) He 2358 -2.903724377034119598311(1)
Schwartz He 10257 -2.9037243990341195983111...
...5924519440444
Sims and Hagstrom Li+ 4284 -7.27991341266930596489
This work (Extp) Li+ 2358 -7.279913412669305965182(71)
Sims and Hagstrom Be++ 4284 -13.65556623842358670206
This work (Extp) Be++ 1809 -13.655566238423586702163(60)
Sims and Hagstrom B3+ 4284 -22.03097158024278154163
This work (Extp) B3+ 2358 -22.030971580242781541764(45)
** - Not published in journal. 
Expt - Extrapolated 
Estm -  Estimated
Available at arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0208004.
Table 3.8: Comparison with O ther Works
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TABLE 3.9
-----  Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for I s ls  IS -----  Finite nuclear mass -----
N S tate: No.Basis Energy Value:
127 211S 2358 - 2 .903304557734355797724+-.000000000000000000002
128 311S 1565 * - 7 .279321520353048684942+-.000000000000000000016
129 411S 1809 * -1 3 .654709269056956762047+-.000000000000000000031
130 511S 1809 * -2 2 .029846048380074464838+-.000000000000000000019
131 611S 1809 * -3 2 .404733489063413042050+-. 000000000000000000025
132 711S 1809 * -44.779658352975622598489+-.000000000000000000006
133 BUS 1809 * -5 9 .154533120651785514778+-.000000000000000000025
134 911S 1809 * -75.529499582113877465472+-.000000000000000000024
* calculated using MPFUN90 multiple precision by D.H. Bailey
Table 3.9: Variational Calculations for state  for Z  — 2 , 3 , . . . ,  9, Finite Nuclear 
Mass.
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TABLE 3.10
-----  Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for ls2p IP -----  F inite nuclear mass -----
N S tate: No.Basis Energy Value:
135 221P 2304 - 2 .123545654130616274712+-.000000000000000000017
136 321P 2304 - 4 .992940950845042536884+-.000000000000000000036
137 421P 2289 - 9 .110179109629212206687+-.000000000000000000055
138 521P 2289 -14.476504291361090524054+-.000000000000000000018
139 621P 1707 -21.092283557198143648948+-.000000000000000000028
140 721P 1707 -28.957876222894756855834+-.000000000000000000089
141 821P 2269 -3 8 .073302301790347313714+-.000000000000000000003
142 921P 2367 -48.438704964786172592846+-.000000000000000000012
143 1021P 2367 -6 0 .053858958477025869187+-.000000000000000000008
144 1121P 2367 -72.919130673844187297473+-.000000000000000000012
145 1221P 2367 -8 7 .034185676288205719858+-.000000000000000000016
146 1321P 2367 -102.399385228053580736712+-.000000000000000000010
147 1421P 2367 -119.014382017568391079022+-.000000000000000000014
148 1521P 2367 -136.879537702443766755650+-.000000000000000000007
149 162 IP 2367 -155.994497641923214292715+-.000000000000000000006
150 1721P 2367 -176.359624640606527717153+-.000000000000000000015
151 1821P 2367 -197.974895591037483253948+-.000000000000000000022
152 1921P 2367 -220.839666715810791887935+-.000000000000000000008
153 2021P 2367 -244.954583805503067404858+-.000000000000000000005
154 2121P 2367 -270.319847902451034347965+-.000000000000000000002
Table 3.10: Variational Calculations for state  ls2p  for Z  =  2,3, . . . , 2 1 ,  Finite 
Nuclear Mass.
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TABLE 3.11
-----------  Energies in ATOMIC UNITS for ls2p 3P -----  F inite nuclear mass------
N State: No.Basis Energy Value:
155 223P 2304 - 2 .132880642106309399865+-.000000000000000000084
156 323P 2304 -5 .027346368461106126928+-.000000000000000000001
157 423P 2304 - 9 .174457549255309258867+-.000000000000000000058
158 523P 2273 -14.572474405965728385144+-.000000000000000000002
159 623P 2273 -21.220830825097267338884+-.000000000000000000031
160 723P 2269 -29.119472348902856978289+-.000000000000000000049
161 823P 2962 -38.268242883868682943786+-.000000000000000000003
162 923P 2269 -48.667167827014942851487+-.000000000000000000023
163 1023P 2269 -60.316008994477943666340+-.000000000000000000016
164 1123P 2269 -73.215031826469018871201+-.000000000000000000059
165 1223P 2269 -8 7 .363942508986239346953+-.000000000000000000023
166 1323P 2269 -102.763018397276617945480+-.000000000000000000002
167 1423P 2269 -119.411968626668146608689+-.000000000000000000067
168 1523P 2269 -137.311076485302729849929+-.000000000000000000064
169 1623P 2269 -156.460051538783195344452+-.000000000000000000037
170 1723P 2269 -176.859180084897564078013+-.000000000000000000058
171 1823P 2269 -198.508439644263847703666+-.000000000000000000078
172 1923P 2269 -221.407314196111091831624+-.000000000000000000063
173 2023P 2269 -245.556317035836492938621+-.000000000000000000051
174 2123P 2269 -270.955605818876786366128+-.000000000000000000065
Table 3.11: Variational Calculations for state  ls2p  for Z  
Nuclear Mass.
2 , 3 , . . . ,  21, Finite
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3.6.2 Convergence Study
This section details the convergence of the energy as is increased. The column 
Differences defines the actual difference between +  1) — E{D).  These values 
are used to  calculate the ratios [E{D. — 1) — E{^1 — 2)]/[E{Q) — E{Q — 1)] used to 
extrapolate the final value [5]. D ata is taken from the I s l s  ground state  of helium.
Table 3.12 Convergence Study
OMEGA No.Basis I ENERGIES DIFFERENCES RATIOS
8 269 1 -2.903724377029560058400
9 347 1 -2.903724377033543320480 0.000000000003983262080
10 443 1 -2.903724377034047783838 0.000000000000504463358 7.90
11 549 1 -2.903724377034104634696 0.000000000000056850858 8.87
12 676 1 -2.903724377034116928328 0.000000000000012293632 4.62
13 814 1 -2.903724377034119224401 0.000000000000002296073 5.35
14 976 1 -2.903724377034119539797 0.000000000000000315396 7.28
15 1150 1 -2.903724377034119585888 0.000000000000000046090 6.84
16 1351 1 -2.903724377034119596137 0.000000000000000010249 4.50
17 1565 1 -2.903724377034119597856 0.000000000000000001719 5.96
18 1809 1 -2.903724377034119598206 0.000000000000000000351 4.90
19 2067 1 -2.903724377034119598286 0.000000000000000000079 4.44
20 2358 1 -2.903724377034119598305 0.000000000000000000020 4.02
Extp -2 .903724377034119598311+-.000000000000000000001 3.18
Table 3.12: Energy Convergence
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3.6.3 Figures of Nonlinear Pzirameters
This section dem onstrates how the nonlinear param eters increase as a function of 
SI. The two main features of the graph in figure 3.2 are th a t the sets of a's  and 
P’s increase approximately linearly versus S7 and th a t the a ’s and P’s are largely 
separated for each sector. These features may also be seen from the numerical values 
in Table 3.13. The separation between the different sectors of Hylleraas functions 
prevents linear dependence in the basis set from arising. In fact, the three sectors are 
too linearly dependent for any values of less than  8. Hence, the calculation begins 
with a t least Q, > 8. The da ta  was taken from the ground state  of helium in the 
infinite nuclear mass approximation.
Table 3.13 -  Nonlinear Parameters
Omega Energy Alphal Alpha2 Alpha3 Betal Beta2 Beta3
8 -2.903724377029560058400 1.21777 1.85016 4.25238 1.20001 1.97943 4.31299
9 -2.903724377033543320480 1.23688 2.18250 6.10187 1.19568 1.99695 5.00238
10 -2.903724377034047783838 1.23962 2.44611 5.86517 1.21820 2.13763 5.93225
11-2.903724377034104634696 1.27502 2.61005 6.40723 1.22772 2.26721 6.43719
12 -2.903724377034116928328 1.29248 2.75348 6.89081 1.23926 2.45520 6.89404
13 -2.903724377034119224401 1.31207 3.06598 9.14484 1.23779 2.57349 9.16608
14 -2.903724377034119539797 1.32660 2.88397 11.19373 1.28516 3.17126 11.80603
15 -2.903724377034119585888 1.34479 2.96136 12.26294 1.28821 3.41583 12.34119
16 -2.903724377034119596137 1.36322 3.10455 14.28326 1.28998 3.79791 15.38464
17 -2.903724377034119597856 1.38293 3.30933 17.85199 1.30011 4.07678 18.23389
18 -2.903724377034119598206 1.38538 3.45605 19.09064 1.29974 4.36401 21.02399
19 -2.903724377034119598286 1.40027 3.86536 22.55658 1.29938 4.67114 24.47534
20 -2.903724377034119598305 1.46490 3.99603 25.82043 1.32837 4.77319 26.85577
Table 3.13: Increasing Nonlinear Param eters
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Nonlinear Parameters
30











Figure 3.2: Alphas and Betas vs. Omega
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3.6.4 Cusp Conditions
The K ato cusp condition is a useful test of the wave function near points where the 
electron-electron and electron-nucleus separations are small. The exact cusp values 
are given by [35]
= 0) (3.81)
where qi is the charge of particle i. The cusp condition for the trial functions is,
{5{Tij){d/drij))
Uij =
The difference may be measured by the quantity Cij — 1 —
(3.82)
Table 3.14
Cusp Conditions — N.B. = No. of Basis Functions — STATE = I s is  He
One Hylleraas Function — £=-2.903724376984711931188+-.000000000102112418425
N.B. OmegaI v (0 )ij  v ij Cij































































Table 3.14: Cusp Conditions for a Trial Function Constructed with 1 Set of Nonlinear 
Param eters
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Table 3.15
Two Hylleraas Functions - £=-2.903724377034119598133+-.000000000000000000235
N.B. Qmegal v (0 )ij Cij






















7.109532995585115D-01 8 .831598722562835D-07 
























7 .109537331077323D-01 2 .745737928601344D-07 
4 .176143410273636D-02 7 .123391955318682D-06
Table 3.15: Cusp Conditions for a Trial Function Constructed with 2 Sets of Nonlinear 
Param eters
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Table 3.16
Three Hylleraas Functions E=-2.903724377034119598311+-.000000000000000000001
N.B. OmegaI v (0 )ij Cij










































Table 3.16: Cusp Conditions for a Trial Function Constructed with 3 Sets of Nonlinear 
Param eters
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Table 3.17
Three Hylleraas Functions — Larger Basis Sets




































Table 3.17: Cusp Conditions for Tripled Hylleraas Trial Function for Larger Basis
Sets
As is evident, the incorporation of multiple Hylleraas functions in the basis set 
gives better agreement than when only one Hylleraas function is incorporated. For 
the largest basis sets in these calculations, the cusp conditions are satisfied to about 
O.OTppb for the electron-nucleus cusp and 8ppb for the electron-electron cusp.
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3.6.5 Figures of Wave Functions
The wave functions are plotted in Cartesian coordinates {a:,«/, z j  where the ^-axis 
has been suppressed. A grid of points in the (x, y) plane is defined and used to 
calculate the values of =  y^xf +  y f  and r i 2  =  y^(xi — X2 )  ̂+  (yi — 2/2 )^, where 
{ ^ 2  =  X2COS0, j/ 2  =  r2sin0} were found from assigning r 2  =  0.01 and 0 = 60”. The 
values of {ri,  V2 , r i 2 j  were then used to  calculate ^ t r ( r i , r 2 ) a t each point on the grid. 
In the figures, the vertical axis is actually the probability density |^ ' t r ( r i , r 2 )p.
The first graph in figure 3.3 is a plot of the probability density for the I s l s  state  
of helium for the first electron. W ith the value of r 2 =  0.01, such th a t the second 
electron is very close to  the nucleus, the first electron is also most likely found near 
the nucleus, which is expected for S-states. Even if the value of the position of the 
second electron is increased to  T2  =  1, no discernible difference in the plot would be 
observed.
The second graph in figure 3.4 is a plot of the probability density for the ls2p^P  
state of helium for the first electron when the position of the second electron is 
very close to the nucleus. In this case, the plot indicates th a t for an excited state, 
when the second electron is near the nucleus, the first electron is further away. As 
the second electron moves away from the nucleus, the first electron moves toward 
the nucleus. This result is captured in the th ird  graph, figure 3.5, which shows the 
probability density for the same ls2p  state  of helium for the first electron when 
the position of the second electron is farther from the nucleus, T2 =  4. In effect, the 
first electron mimics the ground state  probability distribution as the second electron 
becomes excited and moves away from the nucleus.
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S-state Wavefunction
P  0,6
yi -2 -2 x1
Figure 3.3: P lot of the Helium Ground State Wave Function
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P-state Wavefunction r2=0.01
y1 -10 -10 x1
Figure 3.4: P lot of a Helium P-state  Wave Function for r2=0.01
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P-state Wavefunction r2=4
■ 5  0.6
y1 -2 -2 x1
Figure 3.5: Plot of a Helium P-state Wave Function for r2=4
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Chapter 4
Perturbation Calculations
Variational methods can be used to find accurate approximations to  the eigenvalues 
of a system starting  from a fiexible trial function. Perturbation m ethods [8, Ch.9, 
p. 133] can be used to  find accurate approximations to  the eigenvalues of a system by 
perturbing the solutions to a simpler, yet relevant system. Schrodinger’s equation for 
the entire system in question may be rewritten as,
H \ ^ )  = E \ ^ ) ,  (4.1)
where
H  = H o +  H ' .  (4.2)
H q is the Hamiltonian of the simpler system and H'  is the perturbation to  the problem 
which in fact, can be rew ritten as
H '  = X V .  (4.3)
A is then considered the perturbation strength of a potential V.  Solutions to  equation 
(4.1) are obtained in the m ethod of Dalgarno and Drake [41]-[45] by first expanding 
the energy and trial function in term s of the perturbation param eter A,
i t )  =  (4.4)
n
E  =  (4.5)
n
Substituting these expansions into equation (4.1) gives
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{Ho + XV) (l̂ Ao) +  AlV̂ i) +  X̂ \ip2) +  • • •)
=  (̂ Eo + XEi + )?E2 +  • • •) (iV’o) +  A|'0i) +  Â IV’2) +  • • •) • (4-6)
Collecting like term s in A results in the following set of equations, 
A° : f/oiV’o) =  E o\^ q)
V  : +  V\il;o) = Eo\il^i) +  £;i|^o)
Â  : i/olV’2) +  V\%l)i) = -E'oI'02) +  ■E'llV’i) +  -E'21̂ 0)
and in general, A ": H o \' i l } n )+  V \ ' i p n - \ ) — E p \% p n -p )  ■ (4.7)
p=0
Or, the  above m ay be rew ritten  as
n— 1
{Hq — JE'o)|V’n) +  A^!'0n-l) =  +  X / ^p\'^n-p) ■ (4-8)
p=l
M ultiplying from the  left by { iI)q\ results in th e  following equation  for th e  n ’th  energy 
correction,
En =  { M V \ ^ n - l )  -  X  £ ’p(V'0|V’n-p) • (4.9)
p=l
Furtherm ore, w riting  th e  resolvent operator, {Hq — E q)~^, in th e  form,
Yj^ i \<l>i){4>i\{HQ — E q)~^, and  inserting  in to  equation  (4.8) gives the  corresponding 
n ’th  eigenvector,
M .  .
{ ( ! ) i \ V \ l p n - \ )  -  X  E p {( j ) i \ ' lp n -p )iV’n )  =  X  ^i=i {Eq Si)
\<pi) , (4.10)
p=i
where Si is the  eigenvalue of th e  eigenfunction |0j) of H q .  E quations (4.9) and  (4.10) 
are the m ain recursion relations arising in pertu rb a tio n  theory  and are to  be solved 
recursively a t each order of the  p ertu rb a tio n  to  give th e  energy corrections £■„. These 
corrections m ay then  be used to  calculate E,  the  actual energy of th e  system , from 
the  series, E =  Yn  X^En-
The com putational algorithm  to  solve (4.9) and  (4.10) first involves constructing  
the  H am iltonian (H), overlap (O), and p ertu rb a tio n  (V) m atrices in th e  basis of
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some possibly nonorthogonal trial functions |x). The eigenfunctions |0i) are obtained 
by diagonalizing the m atrix  H  in the basis set obtained from the diagonalization of 
the overlap m atrix O. This first diagonalization is accomplished by constructing a 
unitary transform ation m atrix R , such th a t R ^ O R  = 1 .  H  is expressed in this new 
basis set by applying a similar transform ation, namely H ' =  R ^ H R . The m atrix H ' 
is then diagonalized to  give the eigenvectors \(f>i) and eigenvalues Si. These values 
are used to  solve the recursion relations (4.9) and (4.10) for any level of perturbation 
theory.
W hat is known as the Hylleraas-Knight-Scherr (HKS) perturbation m ethod (thor­
oughly discussed in [46] and also [6 , p.207]) is similar to the m ethod of Dalgarno and 
Drake yet involves solving for the extremum of,
K  =  (V^„|i/ 0  -  Eo\xPn) +  2(V^„|V|V’n -l)  -  E  , (4.11)
j = 0
at each order of the perturbation. The advantages of the m ethod of Dalgarno and 
Drake are mainly th a t once the two diagonalizations of O and H  have been performed, 
then the perturbation series can be taken to  any order by consecutively solving equa­
tions (4.9) and (4.10) rather straightforwardly. The disadvantages of this m ethod are 
mainly due to increasing round-off error introduced in the higher order corrections 
arising from the diagonalization of large, near numerically linear dependent matrices. 
However, the m ethod can still be used as an excellent means of quickly obtaining 
approximations to the lower order corrections.
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Chapter 5
1/Z  Expansion
As in variational calculations, the functional form of the trial basis functions |x) has 
an im portant influence on the accuracy of the results. A particular application of the 
tripled Hylleraas basis functions in perturbation calculations will further dem onstrate 
the eflfectiveness of this basis for calculations involving the ground state  of helium 
and helium-like systems.
Consider the infinite nuclear mass Hamiltonian for the two electron problem
+  (5.1)
1 2  2  Ti T2 r i 2 )
The Z-scaled Hamiltonian is given by the transform ation, r - ^ r jZ ^
The new Hamiltonian now has the form H  =  H q +  H', where the correlation term  
can be treated as a perturbation to the double-hydrogenic problem,
=  (5.3)
The perturbation strength is controlled by the factor {1/Z). Expanding the energy
in terms of this perturbation param eter is known as the 1 /Z  expansion
E z  =  Eo +  ~^E\ -H ~^E 2  +  ~ ^ E q -h • • • , (5-5)
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where the coefficients, E„, are the energy corrections from perturbation theory. The 
expansion may be expressed in more conventional atomic units by multiplying through 
by a factor of Z^, in effect, unsealing the equation. This is the standard form of the 
1 /Z  expansion,
E  =  Z'^Eq +  Z E \  +  £ ^ 2  +  "b ‘ ^ ■ ^ 4  +  • • • • (5-6)
It can be seen from equation (4.7) th a t E q =  (x(jo\Ho\tj;o), and th a t E \ =  (̂ /’olV̂ ĵ /’o)- 
In this problem, H q is really just twice the hydrogenic Hamiltonian and \ipo) is then 
the product of two ground state  hydrogenic functions
l^o) =  </i(ri)0(r2), (5.7)
where <p{r) =  2exp(—r). Using equation (1.10), the zeroth correction can easily be 
seen to  be, Eq =  —1. Furthermore, the first order correction, E i, may be evaluated 
by the use of equation (3.35), Ei =  (1 /2 )(1 6 )/q(0, 0, —1 ;2 ,2) =  0.625 (the factor of 
1/2 comes from the angular part). It may also be derived from first principles using 
the radial integral in equation (3.26) and the m ethod described in [25, p.446]. W ith 
these two initial values, the perturbation procedure discussed in the previous chapter 
may be used to  calculate the remainder of the energy corrections.
5.1 Perturbation Approach
The motivation for studying the 1 /Z  expansion is to  dem onstrate the effectiveness 
of the tripled set of Hylleraas functions. The energy corrections are derived by the 
application of perturbation theory in the m ethod of Dalgarno and Drake. There is 
again much discussion in the literature concerning the best way to  construct trial 
functions (see, for example, [46]-[54]). The results in this work will be compared to 
those of Baker et al. [47], whose calculations have proven to be the standard in this 
field. The trial functions used by Baker et al. contain both logarithmic and half- 
integer powers ill the basis set expressed in the perimetric coordinates of equation 
(3.27). A brief study of logarithmic powers in the trial functions is presented in the 
Appendix a t the end of this report.
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The trial functions used in this work have the form,
3  n
\X) = J 2 J 2  ex p (-a (p )ri -  /5 (p)r2 ) ±  exch . , (5.8)
p = l  i, j ,k
where all combinations of { i , j , k }  are included subject to the truncations of Section 
3.2. In fact, since the optim al wavefunctions for the problem have already been 
found from the variational methods discussed in Chapter 3, those wavefunctions (with 
the optimized values of Of’s and /3’s) can be used as the initial trial functions here. 
Otherwise, it would be necessary to  choose initial values for the a ’s and ^ ’s.
5.2 Results: Perturbation Approach
Once the Hamiltonian, overlap, and perturbation matrices were constructed out of 
the trial functions, the perturbation procedure described in C hapter 4 was used to 
obtain the energy corrections. The corrections were calculated to order 400. In brief, 
the results are as follows:
-> Comparison to the benchmark work of Baker et al. has shown the corrections 
in this work to correspond only up to about order 50 (where the last few corrections 
agree only to  the first decimal place).
—> The accuracy quoted by Baker et al. (10 decimals) is surpassed by the accuracy 
of the lower order corrections quoted in this work.
-> Using three Hylleraas functions in the trial function instead of one allows for 
almost double the number of terms to be included in the basis set so th a t the lower 
order corrections could be calculated to greater precision.
The following table compares the energy corrections calculated using basis func­
tions composed of three Hylleraas functions to basis functions composed of only one
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Hylleraas functions. The results of Baker et al. are also presented. Corrections only 
up to the fifteenth order are listed.
Table 5.1 -  Results -  Perturbation Calculations - ATOMIC UNITS
1 Hylleraas Function (0mega=16, No.Basis=615)
3 Hylleraas Functions (0mega=15, No.Basis=1150) 
Baker et a l. (No. of Basis funcs=476)
1 1 Hylleraas Fnc. I 3 Hylleraas Fncs. Baker et a l.
E_0 1 - 1.0000000000 1 - 1.000000000000000 - 1.0000000000
E_1 1 0.6250000000 1 0.625000000000000 0.6250000000
E_2 1 -0.1576664288 I -0.157666429469151 -0.1576664295
E_3 1 0.8699029944E-2 I 0.869903152798958E-2 0.8699031528E-2
E_4 1 -0.8887056207E-3 I - 0 .888707284667431E-3 -0.8887072842E-3
E_5 1 -0.1036372850E-2 I - 0 .103637184709960E-2 -0.1036371848E-2
E_6 1 -0.6129401406E-3 I - 0 .612940521924090E-3 -0.6129405205E-3
E_7 1 -0.3721756702E-3 I -0 .372175574257212E-3 -0.3721755765E-3
E_8 1 -0.2428779605E-3 1 -0.242877976020130E-3 -0.2428779732E-3
E_9 1 -0.1656610536E-3 I - 0 .016566105202825E-3 - 0 .1656610547E-3
E_10 1 -0.1161792029E-3 I -0.116179203700122E-3 -0.1161792026E-3
E_ll 1 -0.8330134940E-4 I -0 .833013508206189E-4 -0.8330135003E-4
E_12 1 -0.6088027470E-4 I - 0 .608802766650222E-4 -0.6088027632E-4
E_13 1 -0.4523071661E-4 I -0 .452307187887361E-4 -0.4523072242E-4
E_14 1 -0.3407966131E-4 I -0 .340796633495517E-4 -0.3407966122E-4
E_15 1 -0.2599106733E-4 I - 0 .259910688633372E-4 -0.2599106570E-4
Table 5.1: Energy Correction Terms in 1 /Z  Expansion in Atomic Units
It can be seen from Table 5.1 th a t the trial functions containing both one and three 
Hylleraas functions produce results for the lower order corrections th a t compare ad­
mirably to the work of Baker et al. As a further dem onstration of the effectiveness of 
the Hylleraas basis set, the expansions tabulated in Table 5.1 m ay be used to  recaleu- 
late the ground sta te  energy values for Z  = 1 to Z  — 21 and compare the difference 
with the results from Table 3.1, the variational calculations. These considerations are 
tabulated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 below.
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Table 5.2 - Energy values - Compeirison to Table 3.1
1 Hylleraas Function (0mega=16, No.Basis=615) 
Using expansion coeffic ien ts  from Table 5.1
Z 1 New Energy value in an 1 Difference to Table 3.1
Z = 1 1 -0.527715853135078721472 1 0.35163E-04
Z = 2 1 -2.903724375252930516008 1 0.17812E-08
Z = 3 1 -7.279913412569020961172 1 0.10029E-09
Z = 4 1 -13.655566238383762103885 1 0.39825E-10
Z = 5 1 -22.030971580210661279166 1 0.32120E-10
Z = 6 1 -32.406246601867440754455 1 0.31090E-10
Z = 7 1 -44.781445148741280993393 1 0.31424E-10
Z = 8 1 -59.156595122725862206472 1 0.32063E-10
Z = 9 1 -75.531712363926755822329 1 0.32735E-10
Z =10 1 -93.906806515004186575931 1 0.33363E-10
Z =11 1 -114.281883776038794201839 1 0.33928E-10
Z =12 1 -136.656948312612499895803 1 0.34430E-10
Z =13 1 -161.032003026023484243924 1 0.34876E-10
Z =14 1 -187.407049998627654702293 1 0.35272E-10
Z =15 1 -215.782090763501535528293 1 0.35625E-10
Z =16 1 -246.157126474218798444786 1 0.35941E-10
Z =17 1 -278.532158015363870472810 1 0.36225E-10
Z =18 1 -312.907186076574666703828 1 0.36482E-10
Z =19 1 -349.282211203416451899158 1 0.36715E-10
Z =20 1 -387.657233833121628890107 1 0.36927E-10
Z =21 1 -428.032254320197569815068 1 0.37121E-10
Table 5.2: Recalculated Is^ Energies from 1/Z Expansion Resulting from a Trial 
Function with 1 Set of Nonlinear Param eters in Atomic Units
The new energy values tabulated in Table 5.2 were calculated from the expression 
E  =  Yin where the coefficients En are listed in Table 5.1 up to  fifteenth order.
Corrections up to the twenty-third order (not listed) were actually used to  calculate 
the new energy values in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.3 - Energy values - Comparison to Table 3.1
3 Hylleraas Functions (0mega=15, No.Basis=1150) 
Using expansion coeffic ien ts  from Table 5.1
Z 1 New Energy value in au 1 Difference to Table 3.1
Z = 1 1 -0.527747842451424194401 1 0.31741E-05
Z = 2 1 -2.903724377032425515844 1 0.16941E-11
Z = 3 1 -7.279913412669286804673 1 0.19161E-13
Z = 4 1 -13.655566238423584630279 1 0.20719E-14
Z = 5 1 -22.030971580242780987665 1 0.55410E-15
Z = 6 1 -32.406246601898530074848 1 0.23567E-15
Z = 7 1 -44.781445148772704512952 1 0.13220E-15
Z = 8 1 -59.156595122757925469863 1 0.88289E-16
Z = 9 1 -75.531712363959491037837 1 0.6672IE-16
Z =10 1 -93.906806515037549366495 1 0.49736E-16
Z =11 1 -114.281883776072721848267 1 0.37652E-16
Z =12 1 -136.656948312646929861548 1 0.39097E-16
Z =13 1 -161.032003026058359833198 1 0.18951E-16
Z =14 1 -187.407049998662926278165 1 0.12191E-16
Z =15 1 -215.782090763537160200160 1 0.86334E-17
Z =16 1 -246.157126474254739287849 1 0.34440E-16
Z =17 1 -278.532158015400095673633 1 0.33470E-16
Z =18 1 -312.907186076611148771439 1 0.33199E-16
Z =19 1 -349.282211203453166981996 1 0.29441E-16
Z =20 1 -387.657233833158556201079 1 0.14577E-16
Z =21 1 -428.032254320234691153614 1 0.31731E-16
Table 5.3; Recalculated Energies from 1/Z Expansion Resulting from a Trial 
Function with 3 Sets of Nonlinear Param eters in Atomic Units
The new energy values tabulated  in Table 5.3 were calculated from the expression 
E  =  where the coefficients En are listed in Table 5.1 up to  fifteenth order.
Corrections up to  the forty-eighth order (not listed) were actually used to calculate 
the new energy values in Table 5.3.
It is also instructive to consider the convergence of the energy corrections E„ as 
the number of basis elements is increased. Observing the convergence of these values 
may justify the precision quoted in Table 5.1 for the correction E 2 , since no error 
ranges were given. These considerations are tabulated below in Table 5.4.
Overall, it is concluded th a t for the lower order corrections, the tripled Hylleraas
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trial functions used in the perturbation calculations yielded energy corrections compa­
rable to  those of Baker a l, which resulted from a more complex basis set th a t included 
logarithmic term s and half-integer radial powers. Problems of numerical linear de­
pendence prevented the extension of the calculation to larger basis sets. Extending 
the program to  multiple precision may alleviate these numerical difficulties.
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Table 5.4 - Convergence of lower order terms in au for 3 Hyll. Fncs.
No. Basis E_2 1 E_3
269 -0.1576664294319898 1 0.8699031392757733E-02
347 -0.1576664294644126 1 0.8699031509988338E-02
443 -0.1576664294686010 1 0 .8699031527449379E-02
549 -0.1576664294690467 1 0.8699031527883954E-02
676 -0.1576664294691362 1 0.8699031527975893E-02
814 -0.1576664294691483 1 0.8699031527979647E-02
976 -0.1576664294691505 1 0.8699031527988236E-02
1150 -0.1576664294691508 1 0.8699031527989579E-02
No. Basis E_4 1 E_5
269 - 0 .8887070837070798E-03 1 - 0 .1036372006757929E-02
347 - 0 .8887072553057661E-03 1 - 0 .1036371873220859E-02
443 -0 .8887072830270141E-03 1 - 0 .1036371845705660E-02
549 -0 .8887072844315761E-03 1 - 0 .1036371847052794E-02
676 -0 .8887072846247425E-03 1 -0.1036371847017326E-02
814 - 0 .8887072846500752E-03 1 -0.1036371847117919E-02
976 -0 .8887072846653353E-03 1 -0.1036371847101460E-02
1150 - 0 .8887072846674309E-03 1 -0.1036371847099606E-02
No. Basis E_6 1 E_7
269 -0.612940449034871lE-03 1 -0.3721755738297361E-03
347 - 0 .6129405088568157E-03 1 -0.3721755768422014E-03
443 - 0 .6129405139592152E-03 1 -0.3721755549752328E-03
549 -0.6129405211899440E-03 1 -0.3721755724025117E-03
676 -0 .6129405214192165E-03 1 -0.3721755725157171E-03
814 -0 .6129405219106685E-03 1 -0.3721755742643515E-03
976 -0 .6129405219228480E-03 1 -0.3721755742580615E-03
1150 -0 .6129405219240899E-03 1 -0.3721755742572121E-03
Table 5.4: Convergence of Lower Order E nS  in Atomic Units
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5.3 Least-Squares Approximation
There are further means of studying the 1/Z  expansion. In fact, da ta  obtained 
from the variational calculations of section 3.6.1 can be used to  further illustrate 
the eflfectiveness of the tripled Hylleraas function basis set. Since the ground state  
energies, E ,io v  Z = l t o  Z = 21 are available in Table 3.1, a Least-Squares fit to  the 
equation
E =  Z'̂ Eq ZEl +  E2 +  ^ - ^ 3  +  • ■ ■ ( 5 - 9 )
can be performed as an alternative m ethod to  determine the energy corrections En- 
For a general algorithm on the Least-Squares method, see section 15.4 in [33, p.665].
Since the values for Eq = —1 and Ei = 5 / 8  have been analytically determined, it is 
numerically advantageous to subtract these term s away from (5.10) and fit the da ta  
instead to
E' = E — [Z^Eq +  ZE\)  =  E2  +  -^E^  -f- -i^Ei +  • • • . (5.10)
In fact, this m ethod of subtracting off the first term  from the energy E ' once it is 
evaluated and recalculating the remaining coefficients greatly improves the quality of 
the fit and is employed after each subsequent correction is found. In this way, almost 
double the number of coefficients can be accurately determined in comparison to  just 
a straight forward application of the least squares algorithm.
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5.4 Results: Least-Squares Approximation
The results of the least-squares approximation to the 1 /Z  expansion are:
Table 5.5 -  Results -  Least Squares Approximation for 
E’ = E -  E_0*Z**2 -  E_1*Z = E_2 + E_3/Z + E_4/Z**4 + . . .
C oefficients: 18
Chi Squared: 0 .2647392D+07




















E_n Error in E_n
-0.1576664294692554139808 +- 0.0000000000000000347118 
0.0086990315381525698296 +- 0.0000000000000000956467 
-0.0008887077155213779148 +- 0.0000000000000002979233 
-0.0010363613718081440835 +- 0.0000000000000026891047 
-0.0006131022918851910690 +- 0.0000000000000133144723 
-0.0003705149729543727595 +- 0.0000000000000207577412 
-0.0002543918934839770288 +- 0.0000000000001867166278 
-0.0001120879983120355500 +- 0.0000000000005847702444 
-0.0002781326020534897242 +- 0.0000000000037148093553 
0.0002113999572844311040 +- 0.0000000000052127193496 
-0.0003272591845843353595 +- 0.0000000000337033267758 
-0.0000000679176082353391 +- 0.0000000000076264455910 
0.0000000044031084180421 +- 0.0000000000419199317539 
-0.0000000025603104298317 +- 0.0000000002394841911801 
-0.0000000040147350740943 +- 0.0000000001235705707422 
0.0000000009226183731046 +- 0.0000000005050989339109 





















Table 5.5: Energy Correction Terms from Least-Squares F it in Atomic Units
Inspection of the above table reveals th a t the fitting param eters only agree to 
about Eg when compared to the work of Baker et al. listed in table 5.1. The value 
of E 2 is also compared to the value quoted by Baker et a i,
E_2 = -0.157 666 429 469 14 (Baker et al.)
E_2 = -0.157 666 429 469 151 (This work - Pert. Calc.)
E_2 = -0.157 666 429 469 255 414(35) (This work -  Least Squares)
As a verification of the expansion formula obtained in Table 5.5, the ground state  
energies for Z  =  2  —> 2 1  may can be recalculated using the fitting param eters given 
above and compared with those obtained by the variational m ethod in Table 3.1:
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Table 5.3 - Comparison to the ground states of Table 3.1
z 1 New Energy values in au: 1 Difference:
2 1 -2.9037243770341195982700 1 -0.4098059E-19
3 1 -7.2799134126693059651822 1 0.2182585E-21
4 1 -13.6555662384235867021227 1 -0.4027883E-19
5 1 -22.0309715802427815426348 1 0.8707760E-18
6 1 -32.4062466018985303104983 1 -0.1969985E-19
7 1 -44.7814451487727046473945 1 0.2241508E-17
8 1 -59.1565951227579255577584 1 -0.3935503E-18
9 1 -75.5317123639594911274914 1 0.2293338E-16
10 1 -93.9068065150375494429559 1 0.2672490E-16
11 1 -114.2818837760727218986347 1 0.1271569E-16
12 1 -136.6569483126469298902510 1 -0.1039397E-16
13 1 -161.0320030260583598517238 1 -0.4251895E-18
14 1 -187.4070499986629262955677 1 0.5211660E-17
15 1 -215.7820907635371602200875 1 0.2856051E-16
16 1 -246.1571264742547393099490 1 -0.123400IE-16
17 1 -278.5321580154000956965072 1 -0.1059578E-16
18 1 -312.9071860766111487954269 1 -0.9211133E-17
19 1 -349.2822112034531670111059 1 -0.3311100E-18
20 1 -387.6572338331585562439907 1 0.2833467E-16
21 1 -428.0322543202346912239129 1 0.3856791E-16
Table 5.6: Recalculated Energies from Least-Squares Method in Atomic Units
The agreement is fairly reasonable. The large value of ~  3 x 10^ results from 
the fact th a t the actual uncertainties in the energies from Table 3.1 are of the order 
of 1 0 ~^° and th a t the differences between the new and old energy values are fairly 
large compared to this value.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Overall, including three Hylleraas type functions in the basis set has increased the 
accuracy of variational calculations by several orders of magnitude. The results of the 
cusp conditions, and the application of this type of trial function to  the 1 /Z  expansion  
has shown th a t the basis set is concentrated in the proper regions of configuration 
space to  adequately describe the ground state  properties of helium and helium-like 
ions.
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Future Work
Future work in this area may use the nonrelativistic energies tabulated  in C hapter 3 
(along with the corresponding eigenfunctions saved on disk) to  calculate relativistic 
and QED corrections up to order o; .̂ Meaningful comparison could then be made 
with experimental results, which a t the present tim e are accurate to about 1  part in 
10®. Comparison of the calculated QED corrections to  experimental values involves 
the subtraction of the nonrelativistic energies in this work from experimental da ta
[55],
An extension to  4 Hylleraas type basis functions for variational calculations is also 
possible. In fact, along with previous work with single and double sets of Hylleraas 
functions, it becomes evident th a t in order to  achieve a desired degree of accuracy, 
it becomes much more advantageous to  add another set of Hylleraas functions with 
independent nonlinear scale factors to  the trial function, instead of ju s t increasing the 
overall number of term s in the basis set. These considerations may push the envelope 
of nonrelativistic calculations even farther as advances in experimental resolution 
continue to  develop.
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A ppendix
Logarithmic Terms
Inspired by the success of logarithmic term s in the perturbation calculations by Baker 
et al. [47] and the statem ent by Freund et al. th a t the inclusion of logarithmic 
terms increased the accuracy of their results by a factor of a thousand [48, statem ent 
(i), p .29], logarithmic powers were incorporated in the basis sets for perturbation 
calculations as a  brief experiment. These new trial functions would have the form
Ix) =  S I Z  r[r^rf2[lnri2]" exp(-a(p)ri -  /3(p)r2). (6.1)
p-l i,j,k
The order of the radial integration was changed from what it appears in (3.26) so 
tha t the r i 2  integration was performed a t the end,
rr2 +ri2rO O  fO O  T “r ' 1 2
Io°^{a,b,c,n-,a,/3)=  /  d r ^  /  dr^ / d n  [ ln ri 2 ]" exp(-Q ;ri -  ;dr2 )
^ 0  Jri2 Jt2—T\2
poo pT \ 2  p r \ 2 +T2 .  ̂ 1 . W
+  /  dr 12 /  dv2 /  dvi [ln ri 2 ] " e x p ( - a r i  ~  Pv2 ) . (6 .2 )
Jo Jo Jr\2~~f'2f \2 r





F(n) =  /
Jo
=  (n -  1)! (6.3)
Incomplete Gamma Function:
poo
r { n ,x )  = / t^~^e~*'dt
Jx
n - l
(n -  l)!e-*  -  (6.4)
j=0 J-
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n - l  ^
Generalized Incomplete Gamma Function:
r { n ,x i ,X 2 ) = e dt
Jxi
=  ( n - l ) !
Normalized Incomplete Gamma Function:
7 (n, x) =  f  t'^~^e~^dt 
Jo





^{n )  =  - 7 + E t








t i ,  ( 1  +  ^)”+‘
the following two equations were derived (Digamma and Polygamma were not used 
yet):
For a  ^  P,
loH a , b, c, n; a , P) = Q,a+ 2
a + 1  k b + l+ k —j  f  k  ^
E E  E  ( -1 ) '
k = O j= 0  i= 0  j  J
a'^{b + 1 + k — j) \
k\i\{a + /5)<-+2+fc
——TLOG(c +  1 +  j  +  i, n, ^)
IsTu
a + 1  k  b + l+ j (  \  o;''(b+ 1  +  i ) '
EE E
k = 0 j= 0  1 = 0  
a + 1  k  b + l + j
k\i\{/3 +
— T L O G (c + l  + k- j - \ - i , n , 2a  + /3)
- E E  E (-1)̂
f c = 0 j = 0  i = 0
Q!̂ (5 +  1  +  j) \  
k\i\{l3 -  a ) '‘+2 +j
—TLOG(c + 1 + k — j  + i ,n , II)
a + 1  k
+  E E ( - i ) '
k= 0  j= 0
/ k \  a'^[b +  1  +  j) \
V J fc!(/? — o:)*'+2 +j
rTLOG(c + I k — j ,n ,a )
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a^{b -h 1  +  i)!k
V J I
For a  =
Io% a, b, c, n; a ,
rTLOG(c -h 1 +  fc -  j ,  n, a ) > . (6.9)
a
X
a + 1  k b+l+k—j
EE  E (-1)'
fe= 0  j = 0  1 = 0 V J y
o;*=(6+l +  fc ^ r p L O G ( c + l + i  +  z,n,;S)
a + 1  fc f e + l + f c —J
E E  E
fc= 0  j=0 i= 0 y
ai^ib+l +  k ^ ^ L O G ( c + l + i  +  i ,n,2a +  /3)
a + 1  k 6 + 1 + j  f  k ^
+ EE  E
fc=0 j = 0  1 = 0
a '^{b  +  1 - t - j ) !
y
fcH !(/5 +  a ) ' '+ 2 + j
:—:XLOG(c - l - 1 +  A; — j  -\- i, n, 2q -I- /0)
a + 1  fc
EE
k=oi=o U '  /
+ 1 + j)!
fc!(/3 +  a)''+ 2 +irTLOG(c + 1 + k — j ,n ,a )
a + 1  k I.
+ E E ( - i ) Mk=oj=o y j  J
a
-XL0G(6 c 3 k, Ti, (k)
kl{b + 2 + j )
In both equations (6.9) and (6.10),
fO O
XLOG(p, n, a ) =  /  d r r^[lnr]"e~“' ' .
Jo




r o o  f  X
dx x - 'e - ' -p n a : ]” =  —  { + ‘T (^ )}  , (6 .12)




and has no functional form for a general m. Xhus, the integral in (6.11) must be solved 
for specific cases of n  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,... (by Maple, for example). In this work, cases up 
to n =  8  are programmed. Xhis restricts the maximum logarithmic power in the trial 
function to  be n =  4. Many of the solutions to (6.11) require the evaluation of the 
Digamma and Polygamma functions. Since the arguments of Digamma are always
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natural numbers, it may be evaluated as it appears in equation (6.7). However, the 
functional form of the Polygamma function as it appears in (6 .8 ) is extremely slowly 
convergent and must be evaluated by other means [57].
Equations (6.9), (6.10), and (6.11) were tested against exact values for the integral 
(6.2) produced by Maple for given inputs of { a ,b ,c ,n ,a ,  The results exactly 
reproduce M aple’s output. It is interesting to note tha t the solutions to (6.11) often 
depend on the Euler constant 7 . However, these dependencies cancel when the full 
integral in (6.9) and (6.10) is evaluated. This cancellation was verified by radically 
changing the value of 7 , say to 7  +1000 =  1000.5772156649015329, and recalculating 
the values of /o°^(a, b, c, n; a , P). There was no discernible difference to the old values 
of b, c, n; a, /5).
The m atrix elements for V f acting on the trial functions in (6.1) work out to be 
(for S states)
v7 2  _  + 2a(i + l)  , 2  , A:(A: + 1 )
V i  —  cf -f~ Ct ~r  g
r f ri r f2
/  1 r |  l \  , { \-\-ik I -̂ 5—-— —I— 9 1 “  I —2----o— I 1
\r t2  n j  ^ 1 ^ 1 2  n j
n{2k +  1 ) ^ (^  ~  1 )
ri2(lnri2) rl2{\nrx2Y
in  /  1  r.? 1
H— o
(Inria) V»'i2  ^i?'i2  ’"i
a n  ( r\ 1
+  -  (6-14)
( ln r i 2 ) \ ’' i 2  '̂1 ^ 1 2
and similarly for By setting n =  0, the normal form appearing in equation 
(3.72) is recovered. The Hamiltonian, overlap, and perturbation matrices were then 
constructed and used as in the regular perturbation calculation (with i-\-j-\-k+n < fl).
It is beneficial to only include logarithmic powers in the first sector of Hylleraas 
functions. Preliminary results for log powers are listed below in Table 6.1. These may 
be compared to those of Table 6.2, which lists the results of the same perturbation 
calculation without log powers in the trial functions. In order to fully study the 
benefit of including these powers in the calculation, it is necessary to develop useful 
truncation schemes for the basis set involving the logarithmic terms.
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LOGpowers set = 1
Total Number of Terms for OMEGA =
Permutations: 26896
Beginning Generation of < a b c 
Beginning Exchange part < b a c









Energy Corrections to order 10 are:
E_ 0 = -O.lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+01 
E_ 1 = 0.62500000000000000000D+00 
E_ 2 = -0.15766632705880687540D+00 
E_ 3 = 0.86987641529437204207D-02 
E_ 4 = -0.88842174785765928960D-03 
E_ 5 = -0.10365223457448612467D-02 
E_ 6 = -0.6128934238462433G372D-03 
E_ 7 = -0.37219396343343292967D-03 
E_ 8 = -0.24287080158715711046D-03 
E_ 9 = -0.16564901730244095019D-03 
E_ 10 = -0.11618362318792329150D-03 
*************************************************** 
Using 10 C oefficients:
E_state (Z = 1) = -0.527402297828822873096 0.34872D-03
E_state (Z = 2) = -2.903724095444365775124 0.28159D-06
E_state (Z = 3) = -7.279913367106657804583 0.45563D-07
E_state (Z = 4) = -13.655566186804932973497 0.51619D-07
E_state (Z = 5) = -22.030971520969913647671 0.59273D-07
E_state (Z = 6) = -32.406246536772283108157 0.65126D-07
E_state (Z = 7) = -44.781445079149383296657 0.69623D-07
E_state (z = 8) = -59.156595049590238905119 0.73168D-07
E_state (Z = 9) = -75.531712287931667991640 0.76028D-07
E_state (Z =10) = -93.906806436655216383315 0.78382D-07
E_state (Z =11) = -114.281883695719318544391 0.80353D-07
E_state (Z =12) = -136.656948230619821952449 0.82027D-07
E_state (Z =13) = -161.032002942592652506469 0.83466D-07
E_state (z =14) = -187.407049913947628687259 0.84715D-07
E_state (Z =15) = -215.782090677726449854001 0.85811D-07
E_state (Z =16)= -246.157126387475997444018 0.86779D-07
E_state (Z =17) = -278.532157927759759610231 0.87640D-07
E_state (Z =18) = -312.907185988199053591221 0.88412D-07
E_state (Z =19) = -349.282211114345820472861 0.89107D-07
E_state (Z =20) = -387.657233743421645872234 0.89737D-07
E_state (Z =21) = -428.032254229925029342193 0.90310D-07
* 4c * * * :4c * * * * * Ik itcilc :)i i|c :)i :(c :|l It: Dcili «  4c :(c :|c :|c :|c !l> 4E * * * * 4c I* * * *
Table 6.1: Preliminary Results with [logri2 ] powers (N=164 terms).
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LOGpowers set = 0
Total Number of Terms for OMEGA = 10 Num. of Terms = 161 
Permutations: 26896
Beginning Generation of < a b c 
Beginning Exchange part < b a c
I H  I 
I H  I
i  j k > 
i  j k >
Beginning <Chi(i)IV|PsiO> and <Chi(i)|PsiO>
Energy Corrections to order 10 are:
E_ 0 = -O.lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+01 
E_ 1 = 0.62500000000000000000D+00
E_ 2 = -0.15766619809889724615D+00 
E_ 3 = 0.88684673414763854614D-02
E_ 4 = -0.10523106788245219618D-02 
E_ 5 = -0.10887727859000626484D-02 
E_ 6 = -0.57574922962617034909D-03 
E_ 7 = -0.35585692145839292312D-03 
E_ 8 = -0.244899944874685352610-03 
E_ 9 = -0.167932564187596861960-03 
E_ 10 = -0.116262770157003383290-03
:|c 1(1 *  I): 1)1 4c :)c 4c 4c :|c«  :)c :|c III *  4= *  #  *  >)< >)( >(• Hi ^  4 : I t  *  ^  >)<




E_state (Z = 1)= -0.527399515652449294168 0.35150D-03
E_state (Z = 2)= -2.903683836237992210519 0.40541D-04
E_state (z = 3) = -7.279876293538688989039 0.37119D-04
E_state (Z = 4) = -13.655534531106532444297 0.31707D-04
E_state (Z = 5) = -22.030944360433790404178 0.27220D-04
E_state (z = 6) = -32.406222887608203935085 0.23714D-04
E_state (Z = 7) = -44.781424187460225863150 0.20961D-04
E_state (Z = 8)= -59.156576360989810396170 0.18762D-04
E_state (Z = 9) = -75.531695392122452455682 0.16972D-04
E_state (Z =10) = -93.906791024640671759081 0.15490D-04
E_state (Z =11) = -114.281869530270143339974 0.14246D-04
E_state (Z =12) = -136.656935126226432329354 0.13186D-04
E_state (Z =13) = -161.031990751736871175430 0.12274D-04
E_state (z =14) = -187.407038517544137198471 0.11481D-04
E.state (Z =15) = -215.782079978342463945454 0.10785D-04
E .state (Z =16)= -246.157116304432170058359 0.10170D-04
E_state (Z =17) = -278.532148393528068768963 0.96219D-05
E_state (Z =18) = -312.907176945711107848845 0.91309D-05
E_state (z =19) = -349.282202514951324033601 0.86885D-05
E_state (Z =20) = -387.657225545318718999277 0.82878D-05
E_state (Z =21) = -428.032246396938153059395 0.7923SD-05
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c
Table 6.2: Results w ithout [logri2 ] powers (N=161 terms).
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